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I.

Introduction

1.

The Problem

Regulators are not good at multi-tasking. Nobody would claim that regulators have neglected the
Internet. There is a flurry of regulatory activity all over the world,1 and an almost intractable
amount of academic work on Internet-related subjects.2 But most of this work is attracted by the
global character of the Internet. Admittedly this is a serious challenge to regulation.3 But it is not
the only one, and probably not even the most disquieting one. The Internet empowers libertarians
to challenge the legal system from within. Most regulatory tools have a hard time in matching
the tremendous speed of Internet evolution. And Internet use is almost entirely decontextualised,
and therefore almost entirely without social control.4 Another of these largely overlooked challenges to governance is cultural. The Internet originated in the egalitarian culture of American
university computer labs.5 Its architecture was shaped at that period. Up till now, many, if not the
most key functions for Internet management have been held by people coming from that culture6.
This paper basically makes three points: The egalitarian challenge to Internet governance has
been largely overlooked. The challenge is serious, but not unmanageable. Yet regulators must
use appropriate concepts to understand the challenge, and they must use a set of governance
tools that deviates considerably from standard regulatory responses.

2.

Four Basic Solidarities

At first sight, culture appears to be the amorphous result of historical contingency. From a sufficiently large distance, however, two factors help explain most of the cultural variance. Those
academics pushing the approach even claim that these factors are exhaustive.7 Mary Douglas has
dubbed them grid and group.8 The group parameter measures the extent to which an individual is
incorporated into a larger social unit. The grid parameter characterizes the degree to which an
individual’s life is predetermined by heteronomous prescriptions. This is not the place to quarrel
about the rigidity of the approach, nor to prove its correctness. Suffice it to show that the approach helps in understanding the egalitarians.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

For an overview see GREWLICH Governance in Cyberspace (1999) .
The best overview is provided by Cyber Law Abstracts, http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/JELJOUR_Results.cfm?
form_name=journalBrowse&journal_id=225 (Aug. 29, 2002).
My own contribution to this debate is ENGEL in Engel and Keller (2000) .
More on these challenges, from the angle of governance by law, from ENGEL The Role of Law in the Governance of the Internet (2002c) .
For an impressive account see DERTOUZOS What Will Be (1997) .
Despite all attempts from the exterior, this statement holds to these days, more from MUELLER Ruling the
Root (2002) .
THOMPSON, ELLIS and WILDAVSKY Cultural Theory (1990) 13-15, 57 and passim.
DOUGLAS in Douglas (1982) 190-192 and 201-203.
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Cultural theory maps four basic solidarities to the grid group framework. High group and high
grid make for hierarchists. Low group and low grid make for individualists. High grid and low
group make for fatalists. And high group and low grid make for egalitarians.9 These are ideal
types, cultural extremes so to speak. Real life illustrations are: for hierarchy, the high-caste
Hindu villager; for individualism, the stock exchange trader; for fatalism, the unemployed East
German skinhead; and for egalitarianism, the Greenpeace activist.10

3.

Defining Egalitarians

Academic attempts to understand egalitarianism did not start with cultural theory.11 There has
been considerable work on social movements, and in particular on totalitarianism.12 Lawyers
might also see a parallel to integration theory.13 The normative underpinnings of egalitarianism
have in recent years often been heralded under the title of communitarianism14. But cultural
theory offers by far the most encompassing and precise picture of egalitarians. This picture is
also particularly helpful in understanding the specific problem under review here, the egalitarian
influence on the architecture and management of the Internet.
Egalitarian thinking starts from an implicit or explicit view of the world. Nature is thought to be
ephemeral. "The world […] is a terrifyingly unforgiving place and the least jolt may trigger its
complete collapse".15 Resources are defined as fixed16. Since people can do nothing about them,
their only available strategy is to decrease their needs17. The most optimistic vision egalitarians

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

THOMPSON, ELLIS and WILDAVSKY Cultural Theory (1990) 6 f.
More illustrations from Ibid. Cultural Theory 8 f. and passim.
For a survey of doctrinal predecessors of cultural theory as such see Ibid. Cultural Theory 103-214.
Classic NEUMANN Behemoth (1942); ARENDT Totalitarianism (1951) .
Its founder is SMEND in Smend (1968) . The element of integration theory that comes closest is the stress it
puts on community building by appealing to people’s emotions.
See only ETZIONI Essential Communitarian (1998) ; for a German voice BRUGGER Liberalismus (1999)
THOMPSON, ELLIS and WILDAVSKY Cultural Theory (1990) 26.
Ibid. Cultural Theory 44.
Ibid. Cultural Theory
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are willing to consider is thus a zero sum game. One person's gain then inevitably is another
person's loss. With a little trembling here and there, a negative sum game is even more
likely18."Nature is so precarious that the least inequality in the distribution of its resources will
bring calamity"19. Consequently, egalitarians stress risks, rather than opportunities20. They take
thought for little else than the precarious future21.
While the egalitarians' view of nature is gloomy, their concept of man is strikingly optimistic.
Human nature is seen as caring and sharing.22 "Humans are born good but are corrupted by evil
institutions"23. "Human nature is not only good but is also highly malleable".24
As everybody else, egalitarians tend to select information such that it confirms their view of the
world. They highlight events apparently proving that the world is getting out of control,25 and
that the blame can be placed on governmental or market intervention.26 Thus "egalitarians are
not in the business of delivering. Their business is criticizing".27 By doing this, they also create
internal cohesion.28 Egalitarians thus need the competing ways of life as something to be pitted
against.29 "Solidarity is maintained by portraying external forces as monstrous, and by accusing
deviants of secretly importing evil ways […] to corrupt the membership".30 Egalitarians do thus
"maximize their transactions by keeping their group apart from others,31 by constructing a ‘wall
of virtue’.32
Internally, egalitarians govern by conviction, not coercion.33 They aim at bringing a learning
process about, relying on "exposure (of the failing of the other solidarities) and revelation (good
and bad in black and white)"34. Among themselves, they stress symmetry and accountability.35
"Leadership is resisted and equality prized".36 By equality, they do not mean equality of opportunity, but of outcome.37 Moreover, those at the bottom are supposed to have access to vital
knowledge that is inherently inaccessible to those on the top.38

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Ibid. Cultural Theory 44, see also 29.
Ibid. Cultural Theory 44.
Ibid. Cultural Theory 64.
Ibid. Cultural Theory 11.
THOMPSON in Engel and Keller (2000) 131.
THOMPSON, ELLIS and WILDAVSKY Cultural Theory (1990) 34.
Ibid. Cultural Theory .
THOMPSON in Engel and Keller (2000) 125.
THOMPSON, ELLIS and WILDAVSKY Cultural Theory (1990) 59.
Ibid. Cultural Theory 10.
Ibid. Cultural Theory 9.
Ibid. Cultural Theory 4.
Ibid. Cultural Theory 60.
Ibid. Cultural Theory 12.
Ibid. Cultural Theory 9.
THOMPSON in Engel and Keller (2000) 125.
Ibid. in .
TRANVIK, THOMPSON and SELLE in Engel and Keller (2000) 165.
THOMPSON in Engel and Keller (2000) 127.
TRANVIK, THOMPSON and SELLE in Engel and Keller (2000) 165.
THOMPSON in Engel and Keller (2000) 121 note 5.
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Consequently, egalitarians have a strong preference for one institutional arrangement: the common pool resource.39 In terms of technology, egalitarians "prefer small-scale and emancipating
technologies: technologies that […] are likely to equalize differences".40

4.

Composition of the Paper

Ideal types never fully match reality. But interpreting reality against the backdrop of them casts a
lot of new light on the Internet case (as shall be shown in section II below). It clarifies why the
two classic regulatory approaches are not likely to be very effective: regulation by incentive and
regulation by order. There are several ways of describing the challenges for governance inherent
in egalitarian addressees. The most generic demonstrates that governance must be probabilistic
rather than deterministic (section III). A somewhat more specific interpretation sees the challenge in the social embeddedness of behaviour characteristic of the members of egalitarian actors
(section IV). Another interpretation stresses the constructivist character of the challenge. It
comes in two parts. The first is cognitive (section V). The second part is the specific egalitarian
belief system (section VI). A fifth approach picks a key element from systems theory and turns it
into a governance challenge: autopoiesis (section VII). The last interpretation ties all these elements together and sees them as what one might call the ‘cultural balance challenge’ (section
VIII). This paper concludes by drawing lessons for the Internet case from these various interpretations of the egalitarian challenge (section IX).

II.

The Internet Case

1.

Competing Stories

Cultural theory is constructivist.41 Constructivism would violate its own intellectual basis if it
pretended to know how a social phenomenon like the Internet "really" is. Neither could it pretend
to have conceptual certainty about the normative foundations for governing the Internet.42 Put
differently, cultural theory starts from fundamental conceptual and normative relativity.43 But
cultural theory does not deny reality. In theoretical jargon: it adheres to soft, not to hard constructivism. Reality can indeed surprise observers and actors, and force them to change their

39
40
41

42
43

Ibid. in 121 ; on such institutional arrangements see OSTROM Governing the Commons (1990); OSTROM,
DIETZ, DOLSAK, STERN, STONICH and WEBER The Drama of the Commons (2002) .
TRANVIK, THOMPSON and SELLE in Engel and Keller (2000) 165.
See only THOMPSON, ELLIS and WILDAVSKY Cultural Theory (1990) xiii: “The subject of this book is meaning. We are interested in how individuals confer meaning upon situations, events, objects, relationships – in
short, their lives”.
The opposite is made explicit in THOMPSON in Engel and Keller (2000) ; see also TRANVIK, THOMPSON and
SELLE in Engel and Keller (2000) .
From a governance perspective see ENGEL in Rechtstheorie (2001b).
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minds.44 But cultural theory insists that no observer can have certainty about reality. It thus
adheres to the epistemological view that reality can only be seen through the lens of theory
driven hypotheses.45 For cultural theory, it therefore does not come as a surprise that a social
phenomenon as complex and rich as the Internet can be interpreted in very different ways. It
therefore is not difficult to tell stories that see the basic danger of the Internet in the empowerment of the individualists (section a below), the hierarchists (section b) or the fatalists (section
c). But this paper does not only maintain that the egalitarian danger is one among many. To the
degree possible from a soft constructivist starting point, it is convinced that, for the time being,
the egalitarian danger looms largest (section d).
a)

Individualistic Danger

Many observers see the Internet as a gigantic empowerment machine for profit-seeking firms.
The claim is that the Internet bounces the production frontier up to their benefit.46 "The invisible
hand, through commerce, is constructing an architecture that perfects control – an architecture
that makes possible highly efficient regulation".47 Via the Internet, individualists can to a considerable degree even free themselves from the need for hierarchic support. For now they can generate and enforce their own institutions. It is no longer necessary for them to rely on the democratically controlled legislator, or on the court system, to shape the institutional framework for
markets as they will. Copyright management systems,48 electronic watermarks,49 click – wrap
contracts,50 and electronic money illustrate the potential.51 A firm is not only able to exploit the
Internet to escape regulatory authority.52 It can also use it to directly mine its customers. This is
behind the concerns of consumerists.53 Consumers risk having their personality checked out
without even noticing,54 or being paternalistically directed without ever having asked to be.55
Consumers are left with little more than self help mechanisms,56 i.e. some forms for building
electronic countervailing power.

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

56

Cultural theory even has a theory of surprises as one of its building blocks, see THOMPSON, ELLIS and WILDAVSKY Cultural Theory (1990) 3 and 69-75.
Basic ALBERT Kritische Praxis (1978)
TRACHTMAN in Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies (1998) at note 12 and passim.
LESSIG Code (1999) 6.
Comprehensive BECHTOLD Digital Rights Management (2002)
KATZENBEISSER and PETITCOLAS Information Hiding (2000)
RADIN and WAGNER in Chicago Kent Law Review (1998).
MÜLLER Elektronisches Geld (2002)
More on this from TRANVIK, THOMPSON and SELLE in Engel and Keller (2000) 179.
For an overview see WALDENBERGER in Hoeren and Sieber (2000) .
RealNetwork secretly collected information about the listening habits of customers who bought Real Jukebox, including listening to CDs on their computers BENKLER in Colorado Law Review (1999) at note 221.
This is a standard criticism of commercial filtering systems. They tend to have many “false positives”, and
they typically do not make their filtering policy transparent, LESSIG and RESNICK in Michigan Law Review
(1999) 425; NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL Pornography (2002b) 12.1.2.
DAM in Journal of Legal Studies (1999).
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b)

Hierarchic Danger

A competing story runs under the heading “Athens or Orwell”. It is a remake of the well-known
Big Brother story.57 Economically speaking, the Internet does not only extend the production
frontier of firms, but also of governments.58 Authoritarian regimes all over the world are
strengthened, as demonstrated by cases like China or Cuba.59 Computer-aided regulation is no
bounty for addressees60. Government can control gateways,61 identify individual recipients62 and
the character of the content.63 It can even change the architecture of the Net in the interest of
making it more "regulable".64 Moreover, the Internet provides the government with highly vulnerable regulatory targets, in particular the technical intermediaries.65 This view will also point
to the military origin of the Internet, meant to keep communication alive even after a successful
atomic strike.
The hierarchic and the individualistic danger can even be compounded, resulting in an opaque,
but powerful conglomerate of firms and governments.66 A graphic example is the following: a
radical minority Senator forced Congress to add the Communications Decency Act to the overhaul of the telecommunications legislation. As expected by most, the courts struck the statute
down. But industry was triggered to develop fairly powerful filtering technology. This technology cannot only be used by parents to protect their children, but also by an authoritarian government.67
c)

Fatalist Danger

A third group of observers tells a story of fatalist danger originating from the Internet. They
point to pornographers,68 Nazi groups,69 gamblers,70 and criminals all empowered by the Inter-

57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

70

See DERTOUZOS What Will Be (1997) 293, adding some sceptical remarks; see also BOYLE in University of
Cincinnati Law Review (1997) 178 and passim.
TRACHTMAN in Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies (1998) at note 12.
More from YURCIK and TAN The Great (Fire)Wall of China. Internet Security and Information Policy Issues
in the People's Republic of China (1996); KALATHIL and BOAS Internet and Autoritarian Regimes (2001)
KESAN and GALLO Neither Bottom-Up Nor Top-Down. A Tacit Public-Private Cooperative Solution for
Internet Regulation (2001) 54.
LESSIG and RESNICK in Michigan Law Review (1999) 415; MAYER in European Journal of International Law
(2000) 161: currently, 45 countries restrict Internet access.
LESSIG and RESNICK in Michigan Law Review (1999) 404.
Ibid. in 404 f., 409 f., 411.
LESSIG Code (1999) 43 and passim.
LESSIG and RESNICK in Michigan Law Review (1999) 403 f.
See again the quote from LESSIG Code (1999) 6: “The invisible hand, through commerce, is constructing an
architecture that perfects control – an architecture that makes possible highly efficient regulation”.
The story is told by BENKLER in European Journal of International Law (2000) 176; for a further story see
BENKLER in European Journal of International Law (2000) 182.
See only NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL Pornography (2002b)
PENFOLD in Journal of Information, Law and Technology (2001); SIEBER in Zeitschrift für Rechtspolitik
(2001); NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL Global Networks and Local Values (2002a) 106-132; ENGEL in Multimedia und Recht (2003b).
SCHWARZ in Berkeley Technology Law Journal (1999); CLARKE, DEMPSEY, OOI and O'CONNOR Internet
Gambling (2001)
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net. Again, the story is not without factual backing. As is often repeated, the nucleus of the Internet, ARPANET, has been designed such that even the violent interruption of communication lines
could not stop communication altogether.71 This is why Internet traffic is packet switched. All
communication is cut into small morsels, seeking their way separately through a worldwide
interconnected network. This makes interception of Internet traffic practically impossible. If
users want even better protection, they can encrypt their traffic,72 and they can use anonymizers.73 All these features allow fatalists to escape outside control with very little effort.
d)

Egalitarian Danger

As admitted at the outset, none of these stories is false. But they all overlook another, the egalitarian danger. This danger looms at least as large as the others. It stems from the fact that the
Internet has not only largely been shaped by egalitarians (section 2). They have even hardwired
their way of life in the Internet architecture (section 3). This general point can be illustrated by
two salient bones of contest. Copyright opposes egalitarians with individualists (section 4),
content regulation does the same between egalitarians and hierarchists (section 5). But the competing (active)74 ways of life should take care when they defend their position vis-à-vis the egalitarians. They might well have the power to fix their problems once and forever. But such radical
responses would not be in their own long term interest. For they need the egalitarian base of the
Internet as an infrastructure, allowing themselves to thrive (section 6).

2.

The Egalitarian Technology

The Internet does not only have egalitarian roots (section a). It conserves many egalitarian traits
(section b). The Internet is organised along the egalitarians' preferences, namely as a commons
(section c). It is a machine for egalitarian empowerment (section d). This is at least, how the
facts can be stylised. But even if one admits for some caveats, the egalitarian elements remain
strong (section e).
a)

Egalitarian Roots

The military prelude notwithstanding, the evolution of the Internet has been driven by engineers
basically uncontrolled by either government or market. The other ways of life had different, less
viable plans for transnational data transfer. They realized the potential of the Internet only when

71
72
73
74

On the history of the Internet see NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL Global Networks and Local Values (2002a)
23-45.
Comprehensive NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL Cryptography (1996)
See only FROOMKIN in University of Pittsburgh Journal of Law and Commerce (1996).
Fatalists by definition take their environment as is. Accordingly there is no such thing as a fatalist Internet
policy, pitching fatalists and egalitarians against each other. In cultural theory, fatalism is therefore called the
passive way of life, as opposed to the other three active ways.
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it was already in place. 75 This allowed the techies to give the network their flavour. Not surprisingly, this flavour was basically egalitarian, because many of the decisive steps were taken in
University computer labs. 76 And even those computer activists working in industry basically
shared the same professional culture. 77
b)

Egalitarian Traits

The Internet does not only have an egalitarian history. It also preserves many egalitarian traits.
The most visible is a borderline case. The open source movement, and Linux in particular, does
not concern the Internet itself, but a major condition necessary for the Internet to become effective. The open source movement has attracted a lot of academic interest, because it radically
deviates from the business model of the traditional economy.78 In line with this, quite a lot of the
business done over the Internet is best characterized by the idea of a gift economy.79 The core
electronic product is often given away for free, aiming at voluntary contributions from users for
the production costs, or at sales on ancillary markets.80 Many of those driving the evolution of
the Internet think that scarcity is not the problem, but that, at most, the unpredictable rise of
demand is.81
Internet activists do herald their egalitarian conviction.82 As is characteristic for egalitarians,
Internet activists are tied together by a common enemy, be it Microsoft or big business more
generally. This explains the emotional, sometimes even violent reaction to what the activists
have called spam, i.e. unsolicited e-mail.83 The vigorous response to spam is all the more indicative if compared to virus attacks. Both challenges can best be parried by installing filters. In the
case of viruses, most Internet users have long accepted this, and they grudgingly update their
virus scanners routinely. Spam is easier to filter, and its nuisance value is by far smaller than that
of viruses. Nonetheless the emotional reactions are reserved to spam. It originates from the identity defining enemy. Finally, egalitarianism is present in social norms for Internet use, as epitomized by the "netiquette"84.

75
76
77
78

79
80
81
82
83
84

See again TRANVIK, THOMPSON and SELLE in Engel and Keller (2000) 178; NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
Global Networks and Local Values (2002a) 23-45.
REIDENBERG in Texas Law Review (1998) 571.
Impressive in its richness DERTOUZOS What Will Be (1997)
From the rich literature see LERNER and TIROLE Open Source (2000); BESSEN Open Source (2001); HOLTGREWE in Allmendinger (2001); KUAN Open Source (2001); MCGOWAN in University of Illinois Law Review (2001); HUNTER Digital Anticommons (2002); REDDY and EVANS Open Source (2002)
KELLY New Economy (1998) 60-62.
Ibid. 63-64.
Characteristic FARBER in Engel and Keller (2000)
Characteristic the “inaugural speech” of the German at large member of ICANN, ANDY MÜLLER-MAGUHN,
http://www.datenreisen.de/papers/Regierungserklärung.html (10.6.2002).
For a definition see http://www.cli.org/selford/Spam.htm (31.8.2002); on a key event see PERRITT in Berkeley Technology Law Journal (1997) 438 s.
HAMBRIDGE Netiquette Guidelines (1995) ; critical RADIN and WAGNER in Chicago Kent Law Review
(1998) at note 44.
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c)

Internet as Commons

Cultural theory would expect organisation to follow the predominant belief system. The characteristic institutional arrangement for egalitarians is a jointly managed commons.85 And the Internet does indeed have many traits of a commons.86 A closer look is even more elucidating. On the
Internet, it is not unusual for data packets to make large geographical detours. If a German national wants to retrieve information from a German server, it is well nigh possible that many of
the data packets go via the U.S. This can make sense, since, due to its technical history, the
backbone capacity in the U.S. is larger than anywhere else in the world. Moreover, once a user
pays a fee to his local Internet Service Provider, he can access any web or e-mail server all over
the world. Functionally, the Internet is thus indeed a commons. Technically and economically,
this is different however. For the local Internet Service Provider must himself buy the right to
transmit traffic to parts of the backbone. The routers managing Internet traffic will only let those
data packages pass that have paid for transport via the originating Internet Service Provider.87
The functional commons thus results only from the high redundancy of the commercially organised backbone network.
d)

Egalitarian Empowerment

"By its very nature as a child of the industrially wealthy and democratic nations of the world, the
information market place will act as a gigantic flywheel of egalitarian customs and habits".88
"Egalitarians […] foresee this free-floating system of zic zac electronic paths as a technology
that is likely to equalize differences, since it is designed to circumvent gates and gate-keepers".89
"When are all these technologies finally going to let us hear from the voiceless millions of this
earth?"90 These citations by Yehudi Menuhin and others highlight how much the Internet serves
as a machine for egalitarian empowerment.
Many of its features add to the effect. The very basic technical protocol TCP/IP is radically
egalitarian. Irrespective of contents, sender or receiver, it cuts all communication into small
pieces that are treated equally. Since these bits are so small, the least bandwidth allows for at
least some Internet communication. Information is available everywhere in the world. Receivers
need no longer go through some technical or economic gate to get access to information. No
more than a standard personal computer and flat rate access to the Internet is needed to become
an information provider. This allows for radical decentralization, disempowering both hierarchy
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and market.91 Most important for egalitarians is the fact that the Internet makes organising
groups easier than ever before. Economically speaking, the organisation cost drops to nearly
zero. This strongly reduces the traditional comparative disadvantage for social movements vis-àvis stricter forms of organisation. Put in the influential terminology of Mancur Olson: These
interests are no longer diffuse.92 Civil society becomes a much more realistic option. Neighbourhood can be virtual.93 Community no longer presupposes propinquity.94 Civil society has not
hesitated to seize the opportunity. The Internet has been decisive in striking down the multilateral agreement on investment.95 Internet activists have brought the case of Chiapas in Mexico
to the attention of the world.96 Others have used the Internet to de-stabilize the belligerent regimes in Bosnia and Kosovo.97
e)

No Pure Case

As impressive as all these observations are, they should not be misunderstood. As cultural theory
posits, the four solidarities are ideal types. Reality nearly never entirely obeys one of them. The
Internet is no exception to this. Even at its egalitarian core, non-egalitarian elements are to be
found. Linux uses copyright to protect itself against outsiders. And IBM is part of the Linux
coalition.98 A reputation gain within Linux is valuable human capital on the labour markets.99
Linux has surrounded itself with professional service providers on the periphery, managing the
interface between the egalitarian core and a more commercial environment.100 Thus pure egalitarianism is not the issue; an unusually strong egalitarian component is. Understanding the pure
theoretical case is, however, the best preparation for effectively reacting to this egalitarian component.

3.

The Hardwired Way of Life

Each of the three active ways of life has an important contribution to make. The mere fact that
the Internet creates opportunities for egalitarians is thus not normatively problematic. Egalitarians are no less accountable than hierarchists or individualists (section a below). What creates a
problem however, is that, to a considerable degree, the egalitarian way of life is embedded in the
technology of the Internet. This makes it burdensome to balance of the egalitarian way of life
with the competing ones (section b).
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a)

Accountable Egalitarians

Outsiders sometimes misperceive egalitarians as unruly anarchists. It is true that they coordinate
neither via formal institutions nor via exchanging goods on markets. But they have their own
means of coordination, and these means are no less accountable than their hierarchic or individualist counterparts. They stress informal rather than formal institutions, relying on social norms
and identity. They police these norms by shaming101 and expulsion.102 Economists might get a
better sense of what is meant by these concepts if they link them to the well known terms of exit
and voice.103 What Albert Hirschman saw as ways for members to control the management of an
organisation are now turned upside down. Shaming is voice by the group against the individual.
Expulsion is exit imposed on a member by the collectivity. In practical terms, Internet egalitarians have taken up issues like spam, against which a.c.e.n.a. intervenes104, or child pornography,
which is chased by the Cyberangels.105
b)

The Balancing Proof Technology

Cultural theory defines the normative goal as follows: no way of life is ever to fully win out over
its competitors. Since each solidarity highlights elements of nature and solidarity that are really
out there, none of them should be allowed to be in a safe harbour.106 In accord with that perspective, a frequent observation in the academic discourse on the Internet becomes dramatic. These
observers claim that on the Internet, power is embedded in technology.107 Technical "code is
law".108 Governance is hardwired.109 Due to the history of the Internet, this hardwiring favours
egalitarianism to a considerable degree.110
Hardwiring implies excessive rigidity. Policy changes require that the infrastructure be rebuilt.111
"Problems can be programmed away".112 Code is self-enforcing, and thereby free from any
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implementation deficit.113 Even resistance often comes too late. For code is often regulation that
goes unnoticed.114
The point should not be overstated, however. Only the technological basis is hardwired, not the
complementary social infrastructure of Internet egalitarians. Moreover, the way of life as such is
not hardwired, but only an opportunity structure that is advantageous for egalitarian selforganisation.

4.

Copyright: The Bone of Contention with Individualists

What does this mean in more practical terms? By way of illustration, one of the bones of contention between Internet egalitarians and individualists, and with hierarchists, shall be portrayed in
somewhat greater detail. Both conflicts go to the core of the competing ways of life. Disabling
copyright essentially forces individualists not to use their defining way of coordinating behaviour, the market. Likewise, disabling the power of government to control Internet contents is
paramount to disabling the defining demand of hierarchists, internal sovereignty115.
The most primitive market needs at least three institutions in order to work: Property rights,
contract, and an enforcement mechanism.116 For digital products like music recordings, the
Internet might make it possible to do away with them to a considerable degree. For the cost of
distributing such products falls to trivial sums. Artists no longer need the big music companies as
intermediaries. Via the Internet, they can reach their public directly. They can decide themselves
whether they are content with giving recordings away for free if this entices enough listeners to
contribute in different ways to the production costs. Tickets to live performances, or the purchase
of CDs, as some sort of a premium service, are the most popular options.117
The music industry took this as casus belli. It sued MP3.com, which offered the digitally compressed contents of music CDs for download.118 After the court case was won, one of the big
players in the music industry bought MP3.com and thereby made it mute.119 Napster used a more
intelligent scheme. The company did not itself offer music files for download. It only organised
file sharing among its customers. But this did not help the company either. It also got sued and
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lost its case.120 Recently, the music industry has also started suing Internet Service Providers for
giving their clients access to music file sharing systems from abroad.121
The music industry also got support from the legislator. The U.S. Digital Millenium Copyright
Act 1998 transposes provisions of the World Copyright Treaty into U.S. law. Article 11 of the
treaty asks the contracting parties to provide effective legal remedies to prevent the circumvention of technological measures used by authors to protect their rights. And Article 12 of the
treaty asks contracting parties to make it a criminal offence if an outsider hacks electronic rights
management systems, or distributes information about how to do that.122 Relying on these provisions, a Russian cryptographer was arrested for giving a presentation of how his company was
able to remove security protection from Adobe e-books. And the publisher of the hacker magazine 2600 was enjoined from posting, on his website, the computer code that cracked the encryption technology used for protecting DVDs. Many who work on hacking no longer dare publish
their results.123 The latest scoop of the music industry was a bill introduced by representative
Berman. If this had become the law, the music industry would even have beeen allowed to hack
the computers of those who are guilty of violating their copyrights.124 The music industry even
prepared technical attacks at peer to peer networks.125
Egalitarian activists have not just let that happen. In response to the Berman Bill, they hit the
website of the Recording Industry Association of America's website with denial of service attacks.126 They have made copyright an issue of American high politics, mobilizing resistance
from legal scholars, cryptographers, technology developers, civil libertarians and, last but not
least, consumer advocates127. Most importantly however, they have transposed music distribution
to parts of the Internet that are almost impossible to control.128 There are many, the most popular
being KaZaA129 and Gnutella.130 Another option is Internet radio going off shore.131 All in all, a
serious copyright war between the music industry and hackers has been started.132
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5.

Content Regulation: The Bone of Contention with Hierarchists

Egalitarians and hierarchists are opposed in a similarly harsh conflict. In many countries, governments try to control Internet content by their classic, hierarchic devices. A Bavarian court
convicted the country manager of CompuServe for giving its customers access to pornographic
parts of the Internet.133 Another German court convicted an Australian for maintaining on a
website posted on an Australian server that the Holocaust had never happened.134 A local German authority has ordered all locally based Internet Service Providers to ban access to two
American Nazi websites.135 A French court ordered Yahoo to make it impossible for French
inhabitants to trade Nazi memorabilia on the American website of the company.136 September 11
has further spurred government attempts at getting the Internet under control, and at even transforming it into a tool for controlling the citizenry137
But again, the egalitarian opponents did not just let it happen. Their battle cry is: "The Net interprets censorship as damage and roots around it".138 Or shorter: "Keep your laws off our Net".139
They are backed by the U.S. constitution and its absolute protection of free speech.140 And they
again divert traffic to peer–to–peer schemes like KaZaA and Gnutella.141 Alternatively they
advise using multiple access points, like the proverbial cyber café.142
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Hierarchists retaliate in their own way. They conduct software searches through the Net for
illegal contents.143 Governments are considering denial of service and virus attacks on illegal
websites.144 And they aim to change the Internet architecture such that the identification of users
and the establishment of virtual fences between nation-states become feasible.145

6.

The Egalitarian Infrastructure

Many observers are convinced that the individualistic and the hierarchic attempts to impose their
solidarity on the Internet are futile anyhow.146 But even if it were otherwise, it would be very
unwise for individualists or hierarchists to try to do so. Economically speaking, it is not so much
the out-of-pocket cost, but the opportunity cost that is at stake. If individualists or hierarchists
effectively impose their will on the Internet egalitarians, they risk hampering or even destroying
the infrastructure on which more and more of their own activity is built. Due to the dramatic
decline in transaction costs, and distance costs in particular, a vast array of new markets has been
created. Moreover, the transaction cost of policing institutions has been fallen so much that
private, tailor-made institutions have become a more and more realistic option.147 Likewise,
hierarchists, and governments in particular, increasingly rely on the Internet. The catchy term is
e-government. Due to the Internet, government can gain much more and much better information
than ever before. Along with this, in many areas regulatory cost has dropped dramatically, making central intervention more swift and powerful.
At first sight, the individualists and egalitarians might accept the argument, but declare it irrelevant on a forward looking basis. In accord with this perspective, Internet egalitarians would have
done their job by creating the Internet, much as the egalitarians in East Germany ran the peaceful
revolution, but virtually disappeared from the political scene afterwards. Seemingly, there is
even a sound economic argument pointing in this direction. The technical core of the Internet is
the TCP/IP standard. The key problem with technical standards is proliferation. Only when the
standard succeeds in attracting a sufficient number of users is it to survive. The Internet, due to
egalitarian efforts, has certainly been able to generate this critical mass. Once this is achieved,
the argument goes, path dependence ensues.148
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Yet this misinterprets the success of the Internet. It contains as much of a social infrastructure as
a technical one. The very fact that the Internet has become so extremely popular generates a need
to permanently readapt it to a changed environment. The Internet is a living entity. What makes
it an infrastructure for competing ways of life is not so much a historic achievement, as its high
evolutionary potential. This is not to say that the individualists or the hierarchists should give up
their core concerns. On the contrary. Isolated egalitarianism is no better than isolated individualism or isolated hierarchy. But the competing ways of life should carefully avoid damaging the
egalitarian infrastructure of the Internet. In other words, they should seeks more intelligent ways
of governing the egalitarians from without.149

III. Deterministic vs. Probabilistic Governance
1.

A Decomposed Analytic Approach

This paper is inspired by cultural theory. But it deviates from cultural theory in that it does not
conceive of the balancing of competing ways of life exclusively as a natural phenomenon. It
does not deny the possibility of unplanned, eruptive re-balancing. But it believes that the competing ways of life can actively seek and even impose balancing. It thus treats balancing as a
governance task. Put differently, it translates insights from cultural theory into governance challenges. This invites a decomposed approach. The egalitarian challenge partly presents itself to
governance attempts in more familiar ways. Put differently, the egalitarian challenge can be reinterpreted in ways that lend themselves to better understood governance responses. None of
these re-interpretations will be able to capture egalitarianism entirely. Attempts to confront the
balancing challenge directly are therefore valuable. But in terms of practical politics, it makes
sense to consider more modest approaches beforehand. It does not seem unlikely that these better
explored responses might have the potential to create a somewhat tilted, but still acceptable,
balance between the ways of life.
Specifically, incentive regulation of egalitarians (section 2) is as troublesome as regulation by
order (section 3). What remains is at most probabilistic (section 4).

2.

Trouble with Incentive Regulation

If individualists have it their way, governance will rely on incentives. This is no irresponsive
attitude. Individualists can handle regulatory incentives better than other acts of intervention.
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Centrally imposed restrictions do hit them where they are most vulnerable. If the target is known
to be individualistic, a regulator is thus well-advised to pursue its goals by changing incentives.
But egalitarians are different. They do not perceive of themselves as lonely wolves, striving for
utility maximization. Their behaviour is likely to be driven by group demands. They may not
even perceive the changed restrictions, since their view of the world does not motivate them to
seek such changes. They may react in unexpected, seemingly irrational ways, since they feel
their value systems hurt by the "commercialisation" inherent in incentive regulation. And successful incentive regulation may destabilize the egalitarian Internet movement internally, thus
hampering the social basis of the Internet as an infrastructure.

3.

Trouble with Order

Likewise, the hierarchists are likely to run into trouble if they get it their way. Pure hierarchic
governance is by order. Again, this is appropriate if the regulator knows his targets to hold hierarchic beliefs. If they do, they believe in experts, rationality and predictability. If government
appeals to expert knowledge and to procedures seen as truly getting the best input, it is likely to
hit these targets where they are most responsive. In accord with the hierarchical perspective,
validity, formality, sovereignty and force are thus coupled with expertise, specialization, rationality and procedure.
But egalitarians are not likely to be very responsive to any of them. They define themselves as
members of their smaller, egalitarian communities, and at best on a secondary level as members
of the larger, intervening society. Their internal discourse is not likely to be couched in the terms
used by rationalist experts. They are therefore likely to misinterpret the resulting order, or to
overlook it entirely. Since they do not believe in technocratic expertise, they are even likely to
openly resist such governance attempts. Due to its monopoly of physical force, and to the many
other resources at its disposal, government may nonetheless be able to break the egalitarian will.
But if it does, it also damages the social basis of the egalitarian infrastructure of the Internet.

4.

Probabilistic Governance

A first way of saying what both effective and wise governance of egalitarian targets might look
like is: it must shift from deterministic to probabilistic governance.150 The term means: The
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regulator cannot be, and should not purport to be, certain about the effect of its intervention. It
should be content with making the desired outcome significantly more likely.
Given the repeatedly mentioned characteristics of egalitarianism, this statement is bound to be
true. But it remains conspicuously unspecific. At closer sight, almost all governance is probabilistic, not deterministic. Order usually has an implementation deficit.151 Regulation by incentive
does not even want to change the behaviour of all its addressees. Those with an asymmetrically
high adaptation cost are expected to stick to their earlier behaviour.152 Moreover, it is next to
impossible for government to correctly predict how an industry adapts to a change in restrictions.
The more the governmental estimation is off the mark, the more the intervention is only probabilistic. Evolutionary economists stress that addressees are by no means forced to merely adapt
to regulatory intervention. They can rather take the impulse as a trigger for creativity, producing
an unpredicted reaction.153 Since government cannot know this reaction in advance, each act of
intervention is probabilistic. Systems theory stresses the self-contained character of social subsystems, like the economy. This autopoiesis endows the subsystem with the ability to ignore
regulatory intervention altogether. Even if it is responsive, the intervention is not taken at face
value. Instead it is made part of internal communication, and is bound to be altered that way.154
Again, this implies that any governance attempt is at best probabilistic.155 The following is therefore an attempt to be more specific, and to say why attempts to govern egalitarians from without
must indeed be probabilistic.

IV. The Social Embeddedness Challenge
Outside of social scientists quarters, modelling is not seen as a matter of course. Those who
define themselves as actors, rather than observers, frequently complain about the counterfactual
assumptions on which models are built. Yet, on epistemological grounds, it is not difficult to
defend modelling. Those who want to see everything will see nothing.156 It is not important
whether the assumptions underlying a model are factually correct. What counts is the analytic or
predictive power of the model. The best way of putting the implication for research practice
comes in a distinction common in psychology. Models can and should ignore unsystematic error.
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But they should respond to systematic bias.157 Assumptions may thus be wrong, but they should
not be misleading.
With respect to egalitarians, one of the basic assumptions of rational choice analysis is problematic. Understanding their behaviour, and hence governing them, presupposes taking social embeddedness seriously (section 1 below). It also encompasses the secondary risk of group reactions (section 2). Outsiders can respond to this challenge by having governance at two separate
levels (section 3). Alternatively, they can also try to exploit the feature of social embeddedness
for their own purposes (section 4). Or they can change the addressee and target a collective
egalitarian actor, rather than the individual members of an organisation or collective (section 5).

1.

Social Embeddedness as a Restriction to Governance

The traditional intellectual tool for understanding individualists is the rational choice model
prevalent in economics. Analysis starts with the individual. The individual is endowed with a
well defined set of preferences. He or she optimises his or her behaviour in the light of changing
restrictions. Law and economics, and institutional economics more generally, use the same
methodology to understand hierarchic intervention, and it has been marked by considerable
success.158 Applying the same methodology to egalitarian behaviour is much less promising,
however. Cultural theory demonstrates why. In ideal types, egalitarianism is characterized by a
low degree of grid involvement, and a high degree of group involvement.159 To understand egalitarians, is it crucial to understand the group dimension.160 If governing the egalitarians is the
regulatory task, the social embeddedness of individual behaviour must not be overlooked.161
When deciding how to react to regulatory demands, members of egalitarian movements are
likely to be driven by the expectations of the group. Government may be able to override this
embeddedness. But it should at least be aware that social embeddedness is a serious impediment
to governance effects.
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2.

The Risk of Group Reactions

The social embeddedness barrier is not even purely mental. It is thus not confined to behaviour
that a member of an egalitarian movement deems unthinkable. Even if outside actors succeed in
breaking the will of individual egalitarians, they cannot be sure to reach their regulatory aims.
For egalitarian movements supervise their members. They govern them via social norms. If one
member violates a group norm, it is sanctioned by its peers. This can be done via the already
mentioned mechanisms of shaming and expulsion. Typically, the individual members will anticipate these sanctions and not even dare to deviate from group expectations. Conversely, members may count on group support if outside actors pick those targets they expect to be weakest.
Stronger members will rally to their support. Individuals will not be isolated when they combat
governance. They are not confined to their individual inventiveness, when they seek for creative
ways around the law.

3.

Two Level Governance

One way for outside actors to parry the social embeddedness challenge is two level governance.
On one level, it tries to make the egalitarians more regulable.162 On another level it exploits the
new regulatory opportunity. Usually, both steps will be sequential. But sometimes, both steps
may be taken almost simultaneously. Specifically, at the first level, the outside actor reduces the
degree of social embeddedness. At the second level, it targets the more disembedded individuals.
The well-known distinction by Albert Hirschman demonstrates how this can be done. Outside
actors can offer the members of egalitarian movements new options for exit or voice.163 Exit
means that members are siphoned away from the egalitarian movement or, in a dynamic perspective, new individuals are prevented from becoming members. Voice means, that internal opponents are strengthened to the detriment of the dominant ideas and members. Both mechanisms do
thus rely on differences between individual members of an egalitarian movement. Such differences are indeed likely. They can be cognitive or motivational. In the cognitive case, the individual members do not disagree about goals. But they have different convictions about what reality
is like, and how social betterment could be brought about. In the motivational case, the members
differ in egalitarian zeal. Some hardliners do exclusively see the world through egalitarian
lenses. Followers may have some sympathy with the egalitarian cause. But they weigh it against
individual benefit, or against expert recommendations. If the egalitarian actor exhibits fundamentalist traits, members may even be cast under its spell against their will.164
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Voice takes place at the interior of an egalitarian movement. As long as outside actors do not
target the egalitarian movement as such, they can therefore not influence voice directly. But they
can do so indirectly. For credible exit options give members a choice. Rather than leaving the
movement altogether, they can use the exit option as a threat point in internal conflict. If outside
actors want members to leave the egalitarian movement, they can choose between positive and
negative sanctions. Positive sanctioning means offering those who actually leave a premium.
Negative sanctions do threaten those who stay or enter.
Depending on circumstances, more indirect approaches may suffice. Internally, egalitarian
movements organise themselves like commons165. In that event, the group internally faces a
serious incentive problem. Each member has an incentive to free ride on the efforts of its
peers166. Luckily, there is enough evidence for groups overcoming the social dilemma.167 But the
conditions for success are rather demanding. A key element is the group being sheltered from the
outside intervention into internal governance.168 Therefore it is not very difficult for outside
actors to destabilize an egalitarian regime. There is also a more constructivist explanation for
this. In order to have members contribute to the common cause, the egalitarian movement must
provide its members with an agreed upon definition of the social problem. Not so rarely, outside
actors are able to shake this belief. This may trigger a process of unravelling.

4.

Exploiting Social Embeddedness for Governance Purposes

Outside actors do also have the opposite strategy at their disposal. Rather than reducing the
degree of social embeddedness, they can exploit this behavioural trait for their own purposes.
That way, social embeddedness is no longer perceived to be a challenge, but is viewed rather as
an opportunity for governance. Much like individualists governed by incentives, or hierarchists
governed by technocratic expertise, egalitarians are hit where they are particularly responsive. If
outside actors succeed in this, their governance attempts should be even more powerful than
standard governance tools could ever have hit standard addressees. Governance becomes tailor
made. It exploits the knowledge about the way of life predominant among addressees. Put differently, cultural theory calls for a more sophisticated concept of good regulatory targets. In its
view, this is not a generic concept. Rather each way of life is particularly responsive to a specific
set of regulatory interventions.
The good news for regulators is that members of egalitarian collectives are trained to respond to
normative expectations. If outside actors succeed in entering the internal logic of an egalitarian
movement, an implementation deficit is much less likely than vis-à-vis predominantly individu-
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alistic or hierarchic actors. Again, this can also be done indirectly, triggering internal regulatory
dynamics within the egalitarian movement.

5.

Collective Actors as Regulatory Targets

Outside actors are not bound to take the social embeddedness of members of egalitarian movements into account. Instead they can shift the addressee of their governance attempt altogether
and address the movement itself (section a below). Due to the characteristically low degree of
corporatisation, however, this is not easy to do (section b). This is why outside actors might want
to switch to two level governance and impose a higher degree of corporatisation beforehand
(section c).
a)

Shifting the Addressee

The members of egalitarian movements are strongly embedded in the belief system and in the
social norm of their group. Addressing them individually requires overcoming this embeddedness, and precluding their peers from intervening. Against this backdrop, it would be attractive to
swap the addressee. It may be both more effective and easier to directly address the egalitarian
movement. If the egalitarian actor itself were committed, this would also help overcome the
unpredictability of internal dynamics. And the actor would be expected to effectively police the
commitment internally.
Governing egalitarian movements with egalitarian instruments should be easiest. Thus the approaches studied in later sections should be applicable: cognitive governance, belief changing,
contextual governance and imposed balancing.169 But even applying the individualistic or hierarchic approaches might be easier in relation to the egalitarian movement as such.
Governance by incentive presupposes that the egalitarian movement behaves differently in its
external relations than in its internal ones. The movement must be willing and able to distinguish
a logic of influence from a logic of membership.170 Not all egalitarian movements are. The more
they are entrenched in an ideology, the less they might be able to internally explain why they
violate externally what they cherish internally. But not all egalitarian movements are like that. It
also is not necessary that they behave exactly like an ideal type individualist or hierarchist. It is
enough if they are sufficiently responsive to incentives or orders.
It is not unlikely that egalitarian movements will be willing to react to incentives. For egalitarian
movements need a lot of resources if they want to live their way of life internally: money, information and access to the ordinary political system are among them. Outside actors can lure egali-
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tarian movements into negotiations by offering some of these resources. Or they can threaten to
make access to such resources more burdensome.171 If government intervenes, it cannot only
order the egalitarian movement how it ought to behave. It also can use its sovereign powers as
bargaining chips. This is what frequently happens under the heading of regulated self-regulation,
or bargaining in the shadow of hierarchy.172 A particularly promising negotiation object concerns
the institutional framework for defining the borders of a group. Egalitarian movements tend to
have a strong interest in a clear boundary between insiders and outsiders. They will at least want
autonomy to decide who becomes a member and who not. They will also be interested in eschewing outside interventions into exit or voice options. If they are missionary, they might also
want extra opportunities to attract new members.
b)

Degree of Corporatisation

Addressing an aggregate actor173 presupposes a defined collective entity. This is not difficult if
the actor has legal personality, a discernible organisation, cognisable members, and its own
resources. But a typical egalitarian movement has none of these. Political scientists speak about a
collective, rather than a corporate actor.174 In the pure case, egalitarian movements are permanently fluid. There is no internal role differentiation. No spokesman is able to commit the actor
externally. Even the borderline between the interior and the exterior is soft. Members are tied
together by nothing other than communication.175 Governing such an actor is indeed like nailing
a pudding.
But not all egalitarian movements are this extreme. Neither to they all follow the definition of a
pure corporate actor. Rather, they exhibit some features of corporatisation, like role differentiation, internal organisation, external representation, independent resources. Collective and corporate actors are thus not categorically different. They are rather on a continuum, stretching from
the ideal collective to the ideal corporate actor.176
c)

Two Level Governance

With this insight in mind, another option for two level governance comes into purview. Outside
actors can make egalitarian movements more responsive to governance attempts by first imposing a higher degree of corporatisation on them. Another way of making the point: they can be
induced to organise or to institutionalise. This can be brought about by the very approaches listed
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in the section in which direct addressing of collective actors was discussed. It can be done the
egalitarian way. But outside actors might also use incentives or order for the purpose.

V.

The Cognitive Challenge

1.

The Twofold Constructivist Challenge

Cultural theory is a constructivist approach. It rightly posits that not only egalitarians construe
the world. Individualists, hierarchists and fatalists all do. But those who construe the world
typically take the outcome of this social exercise for granted. The typical individualist believes
he just behaves rationally if he maximizes his utility. A typical hierarchist thinks he asks rationally if he asks for scientific advice. And the typical egalitarian finds it irrational not to mobilize
all individuals for the common cause.177 Any governance attempt across ways of life is therefore
faced with a constructivist challenge.
But in the realm of governance theory, individualists and hierarchists have a long-standing relationship. Due to transaction cost involved, before the advent of the Internet private institutions
were a rare exception. In order to lay the institutional foundations for markets, individualists thus
always needed governmental input. Conversely, no government can do without money. Governments all over the world therefore routinely care for the economy, and thus for individualists.
Cultural theory rightly objects that the social foundations of both markets and government are of
no less importance. If government cannot rely on something like generalized trust in the population, its power quickly erodes. And markets quickly lose their coordinative power if social discourse no longer defines what is a good and a bad,178 or what is an industry for that matter.179
But in practical terms, the constructivist challenge for governing egalitarians is much greater.
There are no trodden paths for making sense across different ways of life. The egalitarian logic is
little understood by those who manage individualist or hierarchic governance. Therefore it is
necessary to make the challenge explicit. It has a cognitive and a motivational aspect. The cognitive aspect is addressed in this section (section 2); section VI looks at the motivational aspect, i.e.
the belief challenge. Cognitive Governance is a demanding exercise (section 3). It can consist of
exploiting knowledge about foreign cognition (section 4), or of changing foreign cognition (section 5).
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2.

The Cognitive Part of the Challenge

Copyright in digitally recorded music is a good example of the cognitive challenge. If somebody
buys a CD, compresses it in MP3 formate, stores it on his hard disc and sends it to his six best
friends as an e-mail attachment, for the music industry this is theft. Quite a number of artists see
this differently. Some of them simply regard being heard as more important than making some
extra money. Others do not forget that they make music for a living. But they see the different
distribution channels holistically. If they do not make money from these six friends listening to
their music, they at least gain in popularity. Some of these friends might like their music so much
that they later buy a CD or go to a live performance. Specifically, they see this as a distribution
issue. The large majority of mildly popular musicians do not gain much from record sales or
royalties anyhow. For them, a full concert hall is much more important economically. Those who
stand to lose because of music file sharing are those who are in the charts.180
If outside actors want to have an impact on egalitarian behaviour, they are well-advised to understand how the egalitarians define the social problem. Admittedly, the above example is an extreme case. The egalitarians define as a public good what the individualists define as a public
bad. But even if the difference is less pronounced, its repercussions on governance attempts can
be profound. If the egalitarians are indifferent to what individualists or hierarchists see as a
serious social problem, it will not be feasible to enter the egalitarian logic. The theoretically most
powerful governance tool is thus not available. In principle, governance by incentive or order
remains possible, but there are likely to be considerable implementation problems. The outside
actor will need a lot of monitoring and enforcement effort to impose its will on the egalitarians.
If government orders the members of egalitarian groups to fulfil a precisely defined action, the
cognitive problem is smaller. Even if they do not share the definition of the social problem lying
behind the order, they still might get the concrete message. But the cognitive problem looms
large, once the outside actor is either unable or unwilling to be that precise. Designing rules with
high precision is often just too costly. Even if the out of pocket regulatory cost seems affordable,
the opportunity cost often is not. For precise rules give little room for evolution. This is not good
once the individualists and the hierarchists recognize that they need the egalitarians to run the
Internet infrastructure.

3.

Cognitive Governance

The logical reaction to the cognitive challenge is a cognitive component of governance. In the
borderline case, the problem is purely cognitive. Addressees are willing to exhibit the behavioural change. There is no motivational resistance. They simply are caught in a construction of
reality that makes it impossible for them to understand the demand. Real life cases will seldom
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be that pure. But governance across ways of life will also rarely be purely motivational. Precisely
because ways of life construe the world differently, outside actors are well-advised to add a
cognitive component to their governance attempts. The following outlines how this might be
done.

4.

Exploiting Knowledge about Foreign Cognition

Cognitive governance does not necessarily imply that the outside actor has an impact on how his
addressees see the world. It can be enough for him to understand their construction, and to adapt
his intervention to it. Sometimes just a bit of rhetoric will do. In the case of the egalitarians, this
might mean telling them why it is appropriate to change behaviour.181 In other cases, a shift to a
different regulatory tool may help. This may, for instance, make it advisable to use command
and control regulation rather than incentives. For the statute itself can give reasons. More importantly even, when applying the statute, the administration has an opportunity to argue with the
addressees.182 It finally may be advisable to stick to the ultimate regulatory goal, but to operationalise it differently. 183 To go back to the example of the music industry: individualists still
might want the opportunity to make money from selling music. But they might be willing to
consider business models that do not make it necessary to chase each and every unauthorized
transmission of digital music clips.184

5.

Changing Foreign Cognition

a)

Introduction

Such unilateral adaptation to egalitarian constructions will not always suffice. If not, the outside
actor must attempt to change the way the egalitarian addressee constructs the world. This may
mean establishing an agreed upon definition of the social problem. But it may be enough for the
outside actor to induce a change in the egalitarian construction that makes it sufficiently responsive to governance. In that case, the two different definitions of the social problem coexist. But
they become complementary in a way. Not so rarely this will imply that the outside actor itself
also partly or fully changes its definition of the social problem. As with the social embeddedness
challenge, outside actors can design cognitive governance as a two level exercise, with the cognitive component coming first. But this need not be so. Depending on the case, it can be as effective to carry out the cognitive and the motivational action simultaneously.
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Sometimes, just getting the facts right will do (section b below). Things are more complicated if
the competing definitions of the social problem partly rely on implicit knowledge (section c).
The outside actor also needs a different approach if it perceives its addressees to be biased (section d). In all the instances mentioned thus far, the governance impediment is purely cognitive.
In practice, cognition and motivation often go hand in hand. In that case, arguing might be a
better strategy for overcoming the cognitive problem (section e). Finally, the outside actor may
use a more indirect route and create surprises for the egalitarians, reckoning that they will feel
urged to change cognition from within (section f).
b)

Information

Cognition consists of more than processing information. The environment permanently offers
much more information than the human mind can handle.185 Organisation and technology can
overstep the limitations of the individual mind. But this creates new problems. And even their
capacity to assimilate information is strictly limited. Cognition is therefore above all a selection
exercise. This explains why the mere transmission of information from outside actors to egalitarians can make a difference. Thereby, egalitarians are called upon to take information into
account that they had overlooked before.
Those who are first exposed to constructivist thinking tend to react with questions like: Do you
claim that water flows upwards?186 Facts seem so clearly beyond doubt that constructivism is
equated with academic nonsense. But not all the reality surrounding us is as simple as gravity
pulling water downwards. The more the world progresses, the more of our environment consists
of human behaviour anyhow, and not of nature untouched. Making sense of such an environment
presupposes seeing much more extended chains of influence. To use an example that has made it
into the headlines: Is there climate change at all? If so, is it man-made, or is it just another of the
earth's autonomous changes? If it is man-made, which input has how much of a detrimental
effect? In such cases, complex causal or functional chains of influence must be pinned down.
This is per force an interpretative exercise. The determination of the facts is itself value laden.
The chains of influence between the Internet as a technology and its impact on social relations
are at least as complex. Establishing a factual basis on these issues is therefore inevitably a social
exercise. Transmitting information across ways of life in such instances means transmitting
different interpretations of a fairly complex reality. If they engage in this, outside actors offer
different interpretations to the egalitarians, aiming at bringing a change in the egalitarian interpretation of the facts about.
Implicitly, that way the outside actors also transmit another type of information. They inform the
egalitarians about how individualists or hierarchists interpret the facts, and thus define the social
problem. Of course, they can also transmit that information explicitly. Giving the egalitarians
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that information can make sense. For not so rarely, the different ways of life disagree about the
reasons, but agree about the outcomes. If both sides know that the conflict is thus limited, they
may be willing to give up resistance to agreed upon solutions.187
c)

Transmitting Implicit Knowledge

Not all information is as easily transmissible as assumed in the above section. If it is not, it is
commonly called implicit knowledge. Within a social setting everybody knows. But this knowledge is transmitted by enculturation or professional training. To get access to such knowledge,
one must in principle become a member of the group.188
The idea of implicit knowledge marries well with the idea of competing solidarities. For a way of
life is characterized by what is taken for granted by its partisans. Among themselves, there is
little need to make the underlying assumptions explicit. To do so may even seem unwise, since
what is taken for granted is not argued at all. Governance across ways of life, however, may
make it attractive to engage in the explication of the implicit knowledge. For it may be possible
to win over the egalitarians merely by telling them which elements of reality they neglect. Such
an explication of implicit knowledge is not always feasible. But as the grammar of languages can
be fleshed out, these underlying assumptions can frequently be couched in clear language.189
d)

Debiasing

In behavioural economics, and in the related field of behavioural law and economics, biases are
centre stage. As already mentioned, this approach, while giving up some of the underlying assumptions, is still close to the rational choice model.190 Critics rightly point out that the rational
choice model is not a good normative benchmark in highly uncertain and quickly changing
environments.191 But when employed in a more generic way, the possibility of cognitive mistakes cannot be denied altogether. On the contrary, cultural theory adds to the list of plausible
reasons. Since individuals strongly embedded in just one way of life tend to adopt an eschewed
view of reality, they are prone to commit cognitive errors. Debiasing is thus a promising strategy
for outside actors.192 The parallel to the psychological discussion should, however, also serve as
a warning. Mere enlightenment hardly ever suffices to overcome a bias. And quite some biases
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do even resist outright training.193 It is not unlikely that systematic cognitive errors originating in
the embeddedness in the various ways of life are also hard to correct.
e)

Arguing

Only in theory can cognition and motivation be separated clearly. In practice they are closely
intertwined.194 Even if the outside actor perceives the impediment to governance success as
being cognitive, the remedy might need a motivational flavour. One tool that oscillates between
cognition and motivation is arguing.195 If argument is employed, the alternative interpretation of
the situation is not imposed on the egalitarian addressees. Nor is information merely exchanged.
Rather, the outside actor purports to engage in serious discourse with the egalitarians. In this
discourse, not only competing stories are at stake, so are the underlying normative convictions
along with them. Both sides engage in deliberation. They jointly search for the most appropriate
definition of the problem, and for the swiftest reaction to it.
To be effective, arguing requires a certain willingness on the side of the addressees to engage in
a serious dialogue. The more an egalitarian actor is ideological or even fundamentalist, the less it
will be willing to expose itself to such a risk. But even in such a hostile environment, arguing is
not hopeless. If the egalitarian movement is composed of members of different zeal, the outside
actor can start discourse with the internal opposition. This might then translate into voice internally, and trigger an internal erosion of convictions over time. Alternatively, if the movement as
such cannot avoid some outside contact, the outsiders can hit on a strategy of argumentative selfentanglement. Once the egalitarian actor has committed to some buzz words or principles, the
outside actor can use this as a handle for deeper inroads later on.196
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f)

Creating Surprises

One final cognitive strategy is indirect. The outside actor does not try to have a direct impact on
the cognition of the egalitarian movement and its members. It rather strives to bring them into
situations that make them change their mental models themselves. In other words, it artificially
creates surprises for them.
The idea of governance by surprise does have a background in cultural theory. One of the central
tenets of this approach is a theory of surprises.197 But cultural theory, as it stands, is not about
governance. In accord with its perspective, surprise is not artificial, but natural. It happens when
a way of life bumps into reality unexpectedly.198 Moreover, in the conceptual framework of
cultural theory, surprise does not alter ways of life, but dislodges individuals so that they fall into
one of the competing ways of life.199 All this seems understandable, but too narrow. There is no
need to think that the construction of reality within the various ways of life never changes. And it
also seems both feasible and appropriate to make the idea of surprises normative.200
Practically speaking, creating a surprise means deliberately bringing an egalitarian movement, or
some of its members, into a learning situation. Reality presents itself to them in such an unexpected way that they feel urged to search for alternative interpretations, deviating from their
former mental models.201

VI. The Belief Challenge
When analysing the cognitive challenge, the close link between cognition and motivation has
already been highlighted. This section looks at beliefs, i.e. the motivational side of social construction. It presents the resulting challenge for governance (section 1 below). It then explores
two alternative reactions: exploiting foreign beliefs (section 2), or changing them (section 3).

1.

The Challenge

There are many competing terminologies that can be used to express the issue. At closer sight
they obviously are not identical. But for the purposes of this endeavour, it is sufficient to present
them in order.
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One distinction opposes interests and ideas.202 The basic message is directed against rational
choice analysis. Man is not only motivated by interest. He also cares about ideas.203
A second distinction opposes a logic of consequentialism to a logic of appropriateness.204 People
are not always cold blooded maximizers of some individual utility. They care about what their
peers see as appropriate behaviour. An old fashioned way of making the point is: morals matter.205
A third conception moves away from the idea that individuals behave like monads. It stresses
that individuals do not only seek profit, or utility more generally, but that they need a socially
defined identity.206 The psychological underpinnings of this idea date as far back as Adam Smith.
For him, the central driving force for human behaviour is a search for "self-approbation". It can
originate in the explicit approbation by others. But outsiders can only observe action, not intention. Therefore the ultimate judge is the self, asking itself whether the intention was morally
acceptable.207 Modern language for a closely related idea is motivation by self-esteem.208
One final way of making the point is that people care about fairness, even if that means that they
must forego opportunities for gain, or put up with some loss.209 One's social construction fairly
strongly influences which outcome is considered.210 A closely related concept says people care
about socially constructed entitlements.211
Depending on its scope, the logic of appropriateness can weaken the logic of consequentialism, it
can override it, or it can even create a motive for actively combating the outside actor. Psychology calls the latter reactance.212 While, at least in principle, the cognitive challenge turned out to
be the same for all ways of life, the belief challenge is not. There is a significant difference in
degree, depending on the way of life addressed from the outside. This is due to the fact that the
four basic solidarities exhibit different combinations of grid and group. The belief challenge in
egalitarianism is high, since this way of life is characterized by a high position on the group
scale. Arguably, the belief challenge for addressing egalitarians is even higher than for addressing hierarchists. For hierarchists also rank high on the group scale. But along with this, their
position on the grid scale is also high. Therefore group embeddedness, and hence appropriate-
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ness, is not the only means for coordinating behaviour among hierarchists. Hierarchy can switch
to grid, and it predominantly does. Egalitarians, however, have no substitute for appropriateness
and identity at their disposal.
The belief challenge is likely to have an impact on the governance of egalitarian actors, or their
members, by incentive. Their belief system does not make it self-evident for them to swiftly
react to changes in the opportunity structure, to begin with. Even worse, such changes are likely
to be interpreted as individualistic attacks on the egalitarian identity. In that event, active resistance is a likely outcome. Attempts of egalitarians to inflict damage on the intervening outside
actor can be the result. Or a process of creatively diverting the governance impulse into its opposite can be triggered.
Governance by order does not fare better. Again, egalitarians are not likely to take hierarchical
intervention as self-evident. Due to their characteristic low degree of corporatisation, this is a
severe limitation to governing egalitarians. For it is not likely that the intervention will be
quickly transformed into a routine, or integrated into egalitarian morality. Another way of making the point is: Egalitarians are likely to lack generalized trust in hierarchic intervention. The
way hierarchic rules are generated, namely relying on the best expertise available, does not
provide them with legitimacy in egalitarian circles. On the contrary. Egalitarians will have a
positive preference against using this institution to generate rules and a preference against applying rules via an administrative institution.
The logic of appropriateness is not only a direct challenge to outside governance, it is also an
indirect challenge. The second effect plays itself out, once governance targets members who are
less strictly embedded in an egalitarian movement. Were they alone, outside actors might be able
to override their individual belief systems. But these individuals anticipate the reactions of their
peers, once they give in to outside pressure. The effect surges if these individuals foresee that
more zealous group members will consider their giving in inappropriate. Since the zealots have
shaming and expulsion at their disposition, the followers will resist the outside pressure.

2.

Exploiting Foreign Beliefs

As with the group challenge and the cognitive challenge, outside actors can react to the belief
challenge by adapting their form of intervention to what they know about the belief structure of
their addressees. In a way, egalitarians are excellent regulatory targets. Their internal belief
system trains them to think in categories such as social betterment, solidarity or fairness. If the
outside actor succeeds in presenting the regulatory issue in such terms, chances are that egalitarians come on board without any resistance whatsoever. This will be easier to do for hierarchists
than for individualists. Hierarchists in democratic countries are accustomed to giving reasons for
the rules they design anyway. It is not too demanding to add moral considerations to a rule
crafted by experts. Defining what experts see as public bads in terms of public enemies natural
disasters or moral deprivation isn't difficult either. Such a bivalent approach may also help if
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egalitarian followers need support countering zealots. The risk of shaming and expulsion may be
brought under control if the outside actor also offers language that makes abiding by the external
expectation acceptable internally.
While all this is feasible, it is not easy to implement. For it presupposes that the outside actor can
reliably predict how the egalitarian movement will perceive the normative demand, or the intervention. Obviously, intervention into markets faces the same problem. But due to workable
competition, firms have little leeway in ignoring pre signals. What the logic of appropriateness
means in concrete terms, however, is significantly less clear in advance. This is so, since defining appropriate behaviour is itself a social endeavour. The outside intervention confronts egalitarian communication with a new task. Only after the ensuing internal discourse generates a
consensus can the reaction be assessed. This happens typically after, not before, the fact.
Outside actors can not only increase the chances for success by exploiting the substantive egalitarian logic of appropriateness. Alternatively, or cumulatively, they can try to conform to egalitarian procedural norms. Giving the egalitarian movement an opportunity to discuss the issue
before the outside actors take action is already a step in this direction. True arguing goes even
further down that path. It provides egalitarians with a true opportunity to be heard, to get responses, even to influence the shape and the direction of the intervention.
A related way of making the point will be clear if one understands why a way of life leads to
perceiving a particular act of intervention to be legitimate. Legitimacy theory has long distinguished between input and output legitimacy. The former means those in power are formally
accountable to the governed. In democratic countries, this is provided by general elections, and
by a chain of legitimacy running from the elected representatives down to any form of state
intervention into individual freedom. Output legitimacy relies on the quality of problem-solving.
If experts demonstrate that the intervention does indeed serve social betterment, and why, this
generates legitimacy.213 Cultural theory makes it plausible to interpret input legitimacy as individualistic. In individualistic logic, governance cannot be legitimate if it cannot be traced back to
the will of individuals. Likewise, output legitimacy can be interpreted as hierarchic. In accord
with this interpretation, the logical third step is missing: Egalitarian legitimacy. Its procedural
currency is participation. And its substantive currency is fairness. Adding these elements to their
interventions should thus considerably increase the chances for outsiders to effectively govern
egalitarians.
Conveying fairness to the intervention is also necessary in a very down to earth perspective.
Egalitarians should be fairly easy to convince that a true social problem must be fixed. But
within their logic they will expect all those who profit from the intervention to contribute a fair
share. Put the other way round: if egalitarians expect to be the only ones who sacrifice individual
interest for the common cause, they are not likely to do so.
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3.

Changing Foreign Beliefs

As with the other challenges, for the belief challenge there is also a two level response. On the
first level, the outside actor tries to change the egalitarian belief system in a way conducive to its
own ends. On the second level, the outside actor exploits the new beliefs.
In a radical way, this would mean siphoning members away from an egalitarian movement, or
destroying it altogether. These options have already been considered under the heading of the
group challenge. Hierarchists have another, less radical option. They can try to expose the members of an egalitarian movement to competing solidarities. On theoretical grounds, this is feasible, since the hierarchic way of life also ranks high on the group scale. Practically speaking, this
means pitching national, regional or municipal solidarity against the in-group solidarity of egalitarians. The strategy dates as far back as Jean Jacques Rousseau. In his contrat social, he opposes good volonté génerale to bad volonté de tous. Solidarity with the larger group must override solidarity with the smaller one, lest society is to fall apart into factionism.214 One need not
be that radical. Making the tension between the two solidarities visible may be enough to make
egalitarians more responsive to outside interventions.
Apart from this direct route, there is also an indirect one. The outside actors would not directly
impinge upon the egalitarian self definition of appropriateness. As with cognitive governance,
they would rather confront the egalitarian movement with a surprise by changing the environment. That way they could hope to trigger an internal dynamics that results in a change of the
belief system.

VII. The Autopoiesis Challenge
Autopoiesis is a concept from systems theory. Cultural theory and systems theory differ in a
considerable number of respects. Nonetheless, the core ideas inherent in the concept of autopoiesis carry over to governance across ways of life (section 1 below). Specifically, one may speak
about egalitarian autopoiesis (section 2). This conceptualisation makes sense, since systems
theory has for long faced the governance challenge. To a considerable degree, the responses
given in that context carry over to governing the egalitarians from without (section 3).

1.

Autopoiesis

Systems theory is about communication, not about individuals.215 Communication is expected to
take place within social contexts that exhibit self-referentiality.216 The term means that the sys-
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tem itself, by communication, constructs its environment.217 In so doing, it also constructs itself.218 Society is thus sensitive to its environment, but operationally closed.219 It is “autopoietic”.220 It is by the social exercise of communication221 that society decides whether what happens in its environment is understandable or irrelevant noise.222 Society thus autonomously
decides whether a change in the environment has relevance. The decision depends on the ability
to integrate the change into internal communication.223 Society is primarily driven by the maintenance of autopoiesis, not by the degree of adaptation to the environment.224 All this does not
only hold for society at large. It carries over to subsystems within society, like the political system, the economy, the legal system, science, the arts, the education system and so forth.225
If society and its subsystems are as systems theory says they are, this is not an evolutionary
defect. On the contrary. Autopoiesis of the subsystems is the precondition for handling an exponentially larger degree of complexity.226 Autopoiesis allows the subsystem to dramatically reduce complexity internally,227 and thus to exist and reproduce in a much more complex environment.228
The concepts from systems theory introduced so far can be applied to competing ways of life as
well. They also start from communication, not from the individual. They are equally constructivist in nature. By their internal discourse, they decide which elements of the environment have
relevance, and which do not. The distinction between noise and relevance can be mapped onto
the concept of surprises as presented earlier. A way of life can and will ignore a large amount of
the complexity inherent in the environment. But it can face surprise, and then integrate the new
observation into its internal communication.229 Above all, the basic normative tenet of systems
theory carries over to cultural theory. If outside actors try to ignore autopoiesis, dedifferentiation
ensues. Society at large loses some of its ability to handle complexity.230
Despite these parallels, a good number of differences between systems theory and cultural theory
remain. Each of the two approaches has its own rigidity, but in different places. Cultural theory
limits the number of ways of life to precisely four. The number of systems, or of subsystems
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within a society, is not limited by systems theory. Conversely, systems theory draws a strict line
between what it calls code and what it calls programme.231 Each subsystem is defined by a binary code:232 legal and illegal for the legal system; having money or not for the economy; having
power or not for the political system, and so forth. The code only determines what type of questions are asked in the communications of a subsystem. What answers are given depends on programmes, i.e. on normative goals. Systems theory allows a subsystem to choose whatever programmes it deems fit. It is precisely the categorical openness of programmes that allows subsystems to react to their environment.233 This is the total opposite of cultural theory, which posits
that normative goals are clustered into the four ways of life.
Systems theory is even conspicuously sceptical about what drives cultural theory: deep normative convictions. It denunciates egalitarian movements as premodern moralism, not fit for the
contemporary complex world.234
What is offered here is thus not the simple application of a concept from systems theory to a
problem of cultural theory. It rather is an attempt to blend both theoretical corpuses. As is characteristic for blending, not all elements carry over from one context to the other. But blending
helps highlight aspects in the target context that would not be visible otherwise.235 Cultural
theory so far has no language for the cost of one way of life impinging on the other. The concept
of autopoiesis from systems theory helps cultural theory to ask the right questions in this respect.

2.

Egalitarian Autopoiesis

The idea of autopoiesis may well fit all four ways of life. Individualists or hierarchists have no
lesser need to stabilize their way of life by conducting a discourse explaining the world their
way. But due to the characteristic preference for governance tools, it is less visible to outside
observers how much the other ways of life rest on such internal discourse. For egalitarians this is
patent. For them, communication is not only necessary for laying the conceptual foundations. It
also is their prime tool for actual governing. In the pure case, a collective actor gains its existence by nothing else than shared communication. By communication, it is determined who is a
member, and who has overstepped the limits of the logic of appropriateness. An exchange of
public statements of belief is what ties the egalitarian actor together.
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3.

Governance Despite Autopoiesis

The founding father of systems theory, Niklas Luhmann, did not believe in governance at all. To
him, outside intervention was futile, even noxious exercises in disregarding autopoiesis.236 Some
of his successors are more liberal. They also insist on autopoiesis, both in factual and in normative terms. But to them, autopoiesis is no more than a serious challenge to governance.237 In line
with earlier parts of this paper, an outside actor has two strategies: it can leave autopoiesis as it
is, and try to adapt its reaction to it. Systems theorists call this contextual governance (section a
below). Or it can engage in two level governance and reduce autopoiesis in preparation for the
actual intervention. Systems theorists call this partial dedifferentiation (section b).
a)

Contextual Governance

The basic idea of contextual governance is straightforward. If autopoiesis is to be respected,
changing the environment such that a realignment of the internal construction of reality becomes
likely is how governance must be done.238 This directly translates into the language of cultural
theory. Contextual governance can be interpreted as artificially creating surprises for a way of
life.239 Of course, autopoiesis implies that the outside actor cannot fully predict the reaction of its
target group. Contextual governance is clearly probabilistic, not deterministic. But the better the
outside actor understands the internal logic of its egalitarian addressee, the more educated its
guesses should be.
Contextual governance is indirect per definition. But the outside actor has two possible ways to
change the environment. Employing the more direct alternative, it can assess the responsiveness
of the egalitarian actor to several changes in the environment, and choose them accordingly. In
the more indirect approach, the outside actor can strengthen one of the normative competitors of
egalitarians. If this is done, the autopoiesis challenge doubles. The favoured way of life must
pick the opportunity. The target way of life must react to the activities of the favoured way of life
triggered by the outside actor. The obvious price of this strategy is a loss of predictability. But
the outside actor may gain a greater impulse, or increase its likeliness of being effective. In
practical terms government might give market actors additional institutional input, expecting that
they use it against the egalitarians. Alternatively, market actors might give government more
money, or rally with government officials in their fight against egalitarians.
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b)

Partial Dedifferentiation

Autopoiesis is a social construct. To a considerable degree, outsiders can just ignore it. Government can put members of an egalitarian actor in jail if they do not exactly abide by the letter of
an order. Likewise, firms can exploit the fact that no egalitarian actor is fully self-contained.
They can strategically buy those resources the actor needs for its subsistence. None of these
radical strategies is fool proof. The Internet in particular is full of examples of government and
commerce failing altogether. But feasibility should not be the prime concern for outside actors.
The real price they would pay for such rude action is a loss of opportunities for their own way of
life. For all ways of life need the others as a sort of an infrastructure. It has already been demonstrated why this statement holds for the egalitarian infrastructure of the Internet.
As already mentioned, systems theory calls this effect dedifferentiation.240 But systems theory
rightly does not see differentiation as an absolute. Rather, subsystems are to a different degree
resonant to impulses from others.241 Systems theory even allows for what it calls structural coupling. The term characterizes a particularly high degree of resonance by one subsystem for signals from another. For instance, the political system needs money to cover the regulatory costs,
to provide public goods, and to pay subsidies. It takes this money out of the economy by way of
taxes. Thereby, the political system becomes dependent on the success of the economy.242
Some systems theorists turn these insights into recommendations for policy-making. They allow
for interventions aimed at making a target subsystem more resonant to governance impulses.243
The idea carries over to the governing of the egalitarians from without. Actors embedded in
different ways of life can engage in making the egalitarians more resonant to governance attempts. But the caveat carries over as well. This is a risky endeavour, in that it inevitably also
means partial dedifferentiation. If they overdo, the outsiders risk losing or at least damaging the
egalitarian infrastructure.
The available tools for making egalitarians more resonant have already been discussed under
different headings. The outside actor can specifically target egalitarian followers, aiming at an
internal dynamic that siphons powers away from the zealots. For the purpose, it can give exit
options, expecting that they translate into more voice internally. The outside actor can also offer
advantages to the egalitarian movement as such, or threaten it with disadvantages, both conditional upon a greater willingness to listen to governance attempts.
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VIII. The Cultural Balance Challenge
The foregoing has been an attempt to decompose the cultural balance challenge. This exercise
has generated a better understanding of the challenge, and logical responses to its elements. In
this section, the challenge shall be faced up front. A key concept of welfare economics is market
failure. In analogy to this terminology, unbalanced egalitarianism can be characterized as group
failure (section 1 below). Normatively speaking, it generates a balancing task (section 2). Each
of the three active ways of life has its own view of how such rebalancing should best be brought
about (section 3). Each of these approaches can also impose itself on reluctant competing ways
of life (section 4). But a more neutral balancing technology may be better. This explains, why
balancing in practice is so often entrusted to hybrid approaches, mixing elements from several
ways of life (section 5).

1.

Group Failure

Welfare economics is normative. It explains why, under standard conditions, markets do a perfect job of allocating scarce goods, and of bringing innovation about. But welfare economics also
analyses the conditions under which markets fail, and suggests outside acts of intervention. In
line with a cultural theory perspective, market failure is a failure of the individualistic way of
life. Since cultural theory posits that any way of life left alone leads to disaster, it logically must
also envisage a failure of the hierarchic way of life. Again, economists will applaud. For public
choice for decades claims that government failure is no less likely than market failure. The logical third balancing mistake, however, is rarely discussed. Egalitarianism can also go astray. In
order to stay in line with the terminology familiar to economists, this balancing problem can be
called group failure.

2.

The Balancing Task

The normative goal is thus rebalancing. The term should be taken at face value. If markets fail,
welfare economists do not call for the abolition of markets. On the contrary, they search for
reactions that give the coordinative power back to the market. A classic response is a pigouvian
tax, i.e. a realignment of relative prices such that individual and social benefit once again coincides. Likewise, if hierarchists diagnose government failure, they do not call for the abolition of
government. They rather recommend rebuilding government such that it does a better job. Group
failure is no different in this respect. There is no reason to throw the baby out with the bath
water. Reconstructing egalitarian movements such that they no longer fail is the appropriate
strategy.
The normative goal is one of balancing. This opens up an avenue for a more indirect remedy. An
unbalanced situation can also be improved by tilting the balance on the opposite side. Rather
than weakening the egalitarians, those ways of life that currently have too little impact can be
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strengthened,. This strategy has one advantage: The disfavoured ways of life can adopt it on their
own initiative. For instance, in the Internet case, government can seize the new opportunities for
electronic power. And firms can seize the new opportunities for designing their own, customized
institutions.

3.

The Three Archetypes of Balancing

Cultural theory convincingly explains why the different ways of life must be balanced. But it has
no theory about how rebalancing can be brought about if a society has got out of balance. Cultural theory, as it stands, is not about policy advice. The following is an attempt to fill the lacuna.
It fleshes out three balancing archetypes. It is no coincidence that each of them follows the logic
of one of the three ways of life. Organising co-existence is the egalitarian way to achieve balancing (section a below). Negotiation is the individualistic way (section b). And governance is the
hierarchical solution (section c). The typology implies that the mechanism used for rebalancing
might or might not match the internal logic of the addressee (section d).
a)

Organising Co-Existence

In the reference text of cultural theory, balancing just happens. “Change is essential to stability”.244 “Stability is not like being in limbo, suspended, motionless, with no energy required.
Rather, stability requires constant energy, running, as it is said, just to stay in place”.245 “Always
in disequilibrium, always on the move, never exactly repeating itself, always having a definite
shape, yet never staying in same shape, the system itself is indestructible”.246 The metaphor of a
flock of starlings captures the idea: “Since there is no generalissimo starling to tell each bird
when to move and where to move to, individual starlings must be responding to some easily read
signals that are built into their relationship with their fellows.”247
The quotes are telling. Hiddenly, cultural theory as it stands has an egalitarian bias. It accepts the
other solidarities out there. But when it comes to balancing the competing solidarities out, it
wants to have it the egalitarian way: every single individual fully engaged in a man by man fight
for social betterment. At the meta level, either society adopts egalitarian mores, or it does not.
The egalitarian way of balancing the competing solidarities is feasible. Evolutionary game theory
even offers elegant models for describing the process.248 Computer simulations in what is now
normally called “agent based modelling” generate interesting, often even unexpected insights.249
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Psychological research into persuasion makes it possible to understand how partisans of other
ways of life can indeed be won over to, or at least made more responsive to competing needs.250
b)

Negotiation

The individualistic way of balancing competing solidarities is through negotiation.251 The ways
of life come to the real or imaginary negotiation table with their predetermined meta-preferences.
Rational choice theory can analyse such negotiations easily. The basic prediction is that the
outcome depends on breakdown values. No negotiation partner is forced to agree. He will not if
the status quo ante is more favourable.252 Since cultural theory demonstrates that an unbalanced
society is, in the long run, detrimental to all ways of life, the negotiation range should be sufficiently large. But cultural theory also posits that there are four ways of life, with only three of
them being active. This allows for strategic interaction, and the building of different coalitions.
Rational choice oligopoly theory demonstrates why this is a thorny setting for negotiations.253 In
game theoretic terms, balancing is a positive sum game. But is has several equilibriae. And these
equilibriae have different distribution effects.254
c)

Governance

The hierarchical way of bringing about a balance between competing ways of life is through
governance. A benevolent central authority intervenes on behalf of society at large. It does so
based on the best expertise available. In this case, the expertise would be taken from cultural
theory. Cultural theory would thus provide the legitimation for central intervention. Hierarchists
would introduce a formal procedure, and entrust an organisation with the balancing task. The
quintessential institution of the hierarchical way of life is government. But an independent balancing authority, following the model of institutions like the central bank, would also be in line
with hierarchist thinking.255
d)

Match and Mismatch

The foregoing reveals an obvious problem. Balancing must be carried out across ways of life.
But each way of life has a meta-preference for doing it its own way. Using any of these three
balancing technologies means bundling partial match with predominant mismatch. Individualists
are willing to trade everything, as long as they get enough in exchange. Hierarchists are willing
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to give in if they can be convinced, by sound expert argument, that the reform leads to social
betterment. Egalitarians are willing to treat other ways of life fairly if they trust the competitors
to reciprocate. Choosing any of these ways violates the fundamental expectations of the two
other active ways of life. Specifically, egalitarians will oppose negotiations, since a precondition
for them would be a high degree of corporatisation.256 And negotiations would force them to
trade externally what they internally perceive as holy convictions or inalienable goods.257 And
balancing by governance would force egalitarians to accept formal authority, based on input
legitimacy, rather than participation. And they would have to give in to power based on expert
opinion, rather than on grass roots engagement and open discourse.

4.

Imposed Balancing

In the previous section, the position of cultural theory on balancing has been interpreted as having a hidden egalitarian bias. Another way of interpreting the many citations given at the beginning of the last section is the following: don’t worry, nature will do the balancing anyhow (section a below). This optimism is questionable. It is highly plausible that society at large is better
off if it sees to it that rebalancing takes place early enough. This can be done by imposing one of
the three archetypes analysed in the last section (section b). But if balancing is imposed by human design, another, neutral balancing technology becomes even more desirable (section c).
a)

The Role of Nature

The flock of starlings is an evocative metaphor. But why does each starling permanently rearrange its own position to coordinate with the movements of its peers? In the case of starlings, the
most likely answer is: It is genetically programmed to do so. But the genetic wiring of human
social behaviour is not very deterministic. Many observers even see the fairly high malleability
of behaviour to be the key factor in explaining why humans dominate the other species.258 Of
course, culture could step in and make it difficult, if not impossible, for individuals to eschew
socially beneficial balancing efforts.259 But it seems highly optimistic to think that the natural
and cultural endowments of man are sufficient in themselves to bring a healthy degree of balancing about. Put differently, in the very long run, the suppressed ways of life may find their way
back to the surface. But during the long intermission society may well be locked into a highly
unbalanced situation.
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There are many ways of explaining why this might happen. Game theorists would apply the
concept of the Nash equilibrium. A socially sub-optimal state of affairs can well be the relative
best response of each way of life, given the moves of the competing ways of life.260
Transaction cost economics explains log-in with sunk costs.261 Applied to the co-existence of
ways of life, this would mean: one or several ways of life have made investments that are rational only if the previous balance persists. In an alternative, socially more beneficial balance,
the investment would no longer make sense. The investment cost would be sunk.
Network economics explains lock-in dynamically. A technology becomes path dependent if too
many potential users have adopted it. In essence, this is also a sunk cost argument. The switching
cost from one technology to another seems too high for individual users. But the problem is
compounded by the fact that a competing, better technology can only outperform the existing
one if it can credibly promise new users to quickly generate the critical mass.262 At first sight,
this doesn't seem to carry over to the balancing of competing ways of life. For cultural theory
posits that there are only four ways of life, with only three being active. But the logic of network
economics applies once the competing ways of life are no longer assumed to react uniformly. If
balancing them is an exercise of individual partisans of these solidarities, one balancing technology can well obey the axioms of network economics. If so, society at large can be stuck with one
historic balancing technology.
Another explanation takes the term “balancing technology” literally. The Internet is precisely an
example of this. As mentioned, one can interpret the technical standards underlying the Internet
as a hardwiring of the egalitarian way of life.263
Sociological approaches would add the possibility of institutional embeddedness. They stress
that, once set up, institutions lead their own, independent life. Even if their founders no longer
stand behind them, they can still determine social interaction for an extended period.264
b)

Imposed Balancing

From the counterfactual perspective of a social planner, it would thus be desirable to impose
balancing early enough. But how can this be done in a reality that has no outside actor hovering
above the struggling ways of life?265 A first, tentative answer is: each way of life can use its own
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resources for the purpose. Egalitarians can start a man by man fight against those who adhere to
different ways of life. Hierarchists can mobilize the sovereign powers of government for the
purpose. And individualists can offer those groups abiding by other ways of life, or their individual members, a deal.
These strategies can work out. For centuries, sovereign states have been willing to negotiate with
their peers over exchanges, and even over rules, internationally. More and more states also negotiate with individuals266 and with social movements, and have less and less recourse to their
sovereign powers.267 Allegedly individualistic firms often stay in a country much longer than the
return of their local investments would make rational. They thus give in to quite some hierarchic
intervention, even if it is costly. And they increasingly respond to egalitarian demands, as demonstrated by the mushrooming green alliances.268 Likewise, egalitarians might be willing to
accept some governmental intervention in the interest of rebalancing. Or they might be open to
doing deals externally. The practical possibilities have already been treated earlier under different headings. In a deal, outside actors might offer the egalitarians resources they care about
internally. They might also credibly threaten them with sufficiently critical disadvantages. Alternatively, government might strive to bring egalitarian action under the shadow of hierarchy.
c)

A Neutral Balancing Technology?

It is thus feasible to take the balancing technology preferred by one of the competing solidarities.
Yet it might still seem attractive to seek out another, neutral way of balancing the competing
solidarities. If cultural theory gets it right, this neutral technology cannot be at the level of solidarities. There is nothing else but grid and group at this level, resulting in the four ways of life.
One might think that the different level is conflict. An observation from legal practice points in
that direction. In principle, under the rule of law, the courts have no open discretion. It is their
task to apply the law as it stands. In court practice, however, judges often deviate from this principle. They do so since they are convinced that applying the law would not solve the conflict of
the parties before them. In order to make this consistent with their procedural obligations, they
present the draft of a settlement to the parties. If the parties agree to that, it is their authority, not
the authority of the court, that is exercised.
Along these lines, one may ask whether neutrality might be generated if balancing is replaced by
managing conflict between the competing ways of life. One can push the idea even further. For
in practice conflict is often not eradicated altogether. Instead, it is managed by being institution-
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alised. The conflict remains. But its detrimental power for the conflicting parties, and for bystanders, is reduced by drawing clear lines.269 Disputes are submitted to court.270 Social norms
impose the formalities of a dual on an honour based society.271 Workers are allowed to strike, but
forced to go through a long series of procedural steps before and while they do.272 Likewise, one
could conceive of procedural rules that make balancing a permanent endeavour, rather than an
eruptive event.
But what works well for legal practice seems less appropriate for the interaction among ways of
life. Not that anything would be wrong with a piecemeal approach. But conceptually it seems
difficult to distinguish between balancing and conflict. The very message of cultural theory can
be couched in conflict terms. It then reads: permanent conflict among ways of life is a good
thing. At closer sight, balancing and institutionalising conflict thus turn out to be two names for
the same thing.

5.

Hybrid Approaches

Pure neutrality is thus not within reach. This does not mean, however, that balancing can only be
done in one of the three archetypical ways described above. There are many hybrid approaches,
mixing elements from two, or even from three of the active ways of life. Cultural theory does
even have a term for them. It calls such approaches clumsy.273 The unappealing term serves as a
healthy reminder. The important thing with balancing technologies is not their conceptual purity.
It is their performance that counts. Many cultural theorists even make it their business to write
case studies carrying this point home. They demonstrate that clever muddling through is often
smarter than employing a grand theoretical design that fails miserably in practice.274
It follows from the foregoing that any analysis of hybrid balancing technologies can only be
illustrative. Three characteristic approaches shall be highlighted here: arguing (section a below),
the law (section b) and addressing individuals as multiple selves (section c). If one wants to
impose some order on them, one might interpret arguing as an extension of negotiations, the law
as an extension of hierarchy and addressing individuals as multiple selves as an extension of
organising co-existence. That way, arguing would represent soft individualism; the law, soft
hierarchy; and addressing individuals as multiple selves, soft egalitarianism. There is a kernel of
truth in these categorisations. But as said before: one should be careful not to impose rigidity on
tools that are meant to overcome the problems generated by excessive rigidity.
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a)

Arguing

In the above, negotiation has been identified as the individualistic style of balancing. This statement is seemingly contradicted if arguing is now introduced as a hybrid approach. For arguing is
a way of negotiating. The apparent contradiction disappears if the concept of negotiation is
unpacked. For the sake of clarity, the purely individualistic component can be called bargaining.
All come to the bargaining table with predetermined preferences, and with fully defined property
rights. But in reality, negotiations are rarely as limited as that. On the proverbial Turkish bazaar,
the trader portrays the shabby merchandise as if it were a marvel from the thousand and one
nights. He praises the unheard of beauty of the buyer's wife. And he draws a gloomy picture of
ruin if he squanders his goods for such a trifle sum. This is not just for show. The owner of this
tatty little shop tries to transform a routine transaction on the spot market into a passionate affair.
In the case of the shop keeper, not many tourists are trapped these days. Some take it as a game
and pay the exaggerated price in exchange for a good performance. The others go by and make
their deals in a more neutral environment. But the example highlights the power of words. This
power can be exploited in the interest of balancing competing ways of life. In the interest of
winning egalitarian support, the other ways of life can use the accompanying words to create a
mutual sense of trust and fairness. They can ask the egalitarians for their position on the issue,
and make an effort to say in their words why there is a need for rebalancing.
A hierarchic element can also be introduced into negotiations. Government can withhold unilateral interventions as long as possible. It can thus transform its sovereign powers into bargaining
chips. This is what happens in the already mentioned bargaining under the shadow of hierarchy.275 And arguing allows government to bring the component of expertise of hierarchy to bear.
Rather than just transforming the result of experts’ work into an order, government has an opportunity to explain the underlying reasons to potential addressees.276
b)

The Law

In the above, governance has been characterised as the mode of balancing that matches the hierarchic way of life. The law is the classic governance tool. As with negotiation, it may therefore
appear contradictory to present the law as a hybrid approach. Yet for reasons similar to those that
apply to arguing, the law can legitimately be interpreted as a "clumsy" tool.277 For governance by
law is fuzzy on purpose.278 Legal governance is text-bound. The authorities entrusted with its
application listen to the addressee and explain themselves. The addressee therefore knows what
the law is heading for. The discourse reminds the addressee of normative expectations.279 It also
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provides the addressee with an opportunity to raise concerns about the adequacy of the rule. By
its discursive character, the law has access to the cognitive models on which the addressees base
their view of the world. The law can occasionally even exploit this opportunity to reshape the
preferences of its addressees.
c)

Addressing Individuals as Multiple Selves

In the above, organising co-existence has been said to be the egalitarian way of balancing the
competing solidarities. In its purest form, egalitarianism has no formal organisation. Consequently, a man by man fight is the way of balancing that comes closest to the egalitarian ideals.
It may therefore appear surprising to present an approach as hybrid that precisely targets the
convictions of individuals. Yet again, the surprise disappears at closer sight. Egalitarianism is not
just about individual convictions. It is about individuals holding egalitarian convictions. There
are some who indeed are to a very large extent just egalitarians. But most people are not that
one-sided. They may hold egalitarian beliefs in family matters and with respect to environmental
issues. But when seeking a new job or buying a new car, they may well behave like hard-nosed
individualists. And when it comes to drug abuse or vandalism, they may well think that the
police should step in. Most people thus do not exclusively adhere to one way of life. They typically are multiple selves, holding different, perhaps even inconsistent beliefs in different areas of
their lives.
This characteristic inconsistency in individual belief systems can be exploited to rebalance ways
of life. For outsiders can try to appeal to those sides of a personality that are more resonant than
the solidarity disregarded in the issue at hand.

IX. Lessons for the Internet Case
The theoretical part of this paper has covered a lot of ground. But any theory must limit the
issue. The paper has done so by stylising the facts. It has looked at a situation that is out of balance exclusively because of the preponderance of egalitarianism. The egalitarian element has
been assumed to be standard in any possible respect. This simplification captures a serious problem of Internet governance. Before drawing normative conclusions, however, the most important
other specificities of the case must be laid out. Some are good news for those who want to bring
about the rebalancing of the solidarities (section 1 below). Others compound the challenges for
outside actors (section 2). In light of these specificities of the case, tentative normative conclusions can be drawn (section 3).
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1.

The Easy Part

Two elements of the Internet case make rebalancing easier than in many other cases. The Internet egalitarians are a fairly well defined and cognisable group (section a below). And the missionary element is at most weak (section b).
a)

No Mixed Target

Normally, rebalancing is not the only governance task. It is combined with the need to lay institutional foundations for social interaction, or to internalise externalities. In that event, it is difficult to fine-tune acts of intervention to the egalitarian element in some of the addressees. For
what is adapted to them may be counterproductive for addressees adhering to different ways of
life. Admittedly, part of the egalitarian problem with the Internet is the collateral empowerment
of fatalists. They exploit a technology designed by egalitarians in line with their own way of life
for unsocial fatalist behaviour. But improving the situation in this regard is also best done by
targeting the egalitarians and inducing them to find better solutions for the Net architecture.
b)

Little Missionary Intent

There are self-contained egalitarian movements. The Amish in the United States are a wellknown example. But history has many more examples of egalitarians who were missionary, if
not fundamentalist. Such an aggressive trait makes balancing very demanding. Since such egalitarian actors are not willing to compromise in principle, the competing solidarities cannot but
muster up countervailing power.
In the Internet case, the missionary element of egalitarians is at most weak. The typical Internet
egalitarians are neither pro-hate speech, nor pro-child pornography. And only some of them
oppose copyright on grounds of principle. Most would be content with the regimes in the off-line
world. Individual copies for private use are permitted. But nobody is allowed to destroy the
economic basis of the music industry by creating an alternative chain of distribution.
An additional advantage of this situation is on the side of the competing active solidarities. To
the extent that Internet egalitarians are not missionary, the other solidarities need not fear losing
their opportunities to live their own ways of life. Bringing co-existence between the different
belief systems about is enough.

2.

The Tough Part

Unfortunately, the list of features that make the rebalancing task tougher is much longer. Any
governance attempt must target the Net architecture and the Net culture as such (section a below). While decontextualisation (section b) and the high speed of evolution (section c) are not
particularly cumbersome, the weakening of sovereignty is (section d). It is frequently further
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compounded by a territorial mismatch (section e) and by the transcending of national cultures
(section f). Finally, it is not so rare for Net egalitarians to be nested in other egalitarian movements that have different aims (section g).
a)

Governance of Net Architecture and Net Culture

In the introduction, it has been demonstrated that and why the egalitarians have hardwired their
way of life into the architecture of the Internet. Moreover, part of the social problem stems from
the fact that fatalists have seized the opportunities created for them by this architecture. The
rebalancing must thus have an impact on the architecture of the Internet if it is to be effective.
This makes rebalancing more demanding. For the Internet, as it stands, has been purposefully
created as a unitary medium. The rigorous standardization of some basic features opens up an
almost unlimited space for use. The two basic features are the technical standard TCP/IP and the
domain name system. The latter strictly couples a domain name with one IP address, or an exactly defined address space.
Economically speaking, the governance issue is thus characterized by indivisibility. This means
that successful governance attempts must either partly make it divisible, or introduce elements
from the other solidarities into these basic features of the Internet. The former is currently discussed under the heading of geographical filtering. This technology would artificially renationalise the Internet.280 Once in place, the same technology could also be used for building fences
between groups of users adhering to different solidarities. The latter option would be taken if a
successor standard to TCP/IP made individual Internet users identifiable.281
Ultimately, however, any technology is just a tool. The decisive question is how it is used. Specifically, as mentioned in the introduction, the music industry can already rely on technical tools
to make illicit copying difficult. But all these copyright management systems are hacker
prone.282 In the end, only a general willingness to respect copyright can make it sustainable.283
b)

Decontextualisation

In principle, the almost complete decontextualisation of Internet communication is the most
severe challenge brought about by this medium. For society loses almost any opportunity to
actualise social norms. Their erosion is likely.284 But this is not a problem with egalitarians. On
the contrary, of any solidarity, they are likely to maintain social ties even in Internet communica-
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tion. For internally, they organise themselves through social ties. Put differently, decontextualisation makes it even more likely that the Internet architecture will empower fatalists. But, as
mentioned repeatedly, any action undertaken to counter the growing fatalism must target the
egalitarian designers and managers of the Net architecture.
c)

Speed of Evolution

Thus far, the Internet has evolved at ultra high speed. This is precisely what the basic architecture of the Internet was designed for. Technically it should be as easy as possible to link ever
more Networks to the Internet. And socially speaking, ever new appliances are mushrooming.
For any governance attempt, the Internet is thus a moving target. Normatively speaking, the
point is even stronger. For that very reason outsiders should carefully design their acts of intervention, given their own reliance on the evolutionary potential of the Internet.
These features call for the design of interventions with a high inbuilt flexibility. This does not
exclude formal acts of intervention, like the intervention by law, or one relying on property
rights. But all things being equal, less strict approaches are more promising.
d)

Weakened Sovereignty

In the public opinion, the Internet epitomizes globalisation. The catchy term can mean many
things. In this context, the pertinent interpretation is: it weakens sovereignty. Governments lose
their governance monopoly.285 Those governed get more options for exit and voice.286 This
affects hierarchical ways of rebalancing in particular. But to the extent that individualists cannot
police the underlying institutions of their way of life themselves, their attempts at rebalancing are
also affected. Threats to use sovereign powers are less credible. The luring of egalitarian actors,
or their members, can also be affected. For it can become more difficult to make credible promises. This does not only hold for direct interventions, but also for contextual governance. For it
can become more difficult to mould the context differently. This qualification presupposes,
however, that the context is as globalised as the egalitarian target itself. This need not be so.
Imposing a higher degree of corporatisation on egalitarian actors is also more cumbersome.
There are two important qualifications, however. The nation-state is not the only possible form
of hierarchic governance. Several nation-states can join forces and write international treaties or
create international organisations. Hierarchy can join forces with non-state actors, like multinational firms. For instance, the U.S. government is apparently trying to change the Internet
architecture by exerting influence on hardware and software companies. And not all nation-states
are equally affected. In particular, the U.S. might still be able to muster up enough resources to
impose its will on those responsible for the evolution of the Internet architecture.
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e)

Territorial Mismatch

A second interpretation of globalisation does not focus on the weakening of formal state authority. It rather stresses the fading territorial match between the nations as power centres and the
governance issue.287 For implicitly, in the theoretical part of the paper, this territorial match has
been assumed. The competing solidarities have been treated as if all of them were part of one
and the same, well-defined society. Actually, though, this is less and less true in general, and for
the Internet in particular. The political system, and thus formal hierarchy, still largely rests on the
nation-states’ power. Many sectors of the economy, however, reach further out.288 Likewise, the
territorial reach of civil society frequently does not coincide with national territory. This is important for governing egalitarian movements if they are transnational. In political science jargon,
they are then usually called non-governmental organisations.289
This territorial mismatch partly explains why sovereignty is weakened. But its impact goes beyond the exercise of formal state authority. If these actors, or many of their members, are not
present on the local markets, luring or threatening them the commercial way is hard to do. If
members are dispersed all over the world, it also becomes much more difficult to predict how
egalitarianism will play itself out in the case at hand. And it is not easy to bring the conflict
between the ways of life into a well-defined arena. Rather, the conflict will be across arenas,
with differently composed conflict lines.
f)

Transcending National Culture

A third, related element of globalisation is the possibility that the conflict among ways of life
will transcend national cultures. Literally, the combatants might not speak the same language.
This is even more important metaphorically. Since cognition is a social endeavour, it is perforce
linked to a social background, i.e. to a culture. Even if egalitarians all over the world share some
basic beliefs, they may well play themselves out quite differently, due to the embeddedness of
the individuals in their home cultures. Outside actors thus have to face many more culturally
contingent mixes of solidarities. The conflict is no longer one between different solidarities
hinging upon one and the same national background culture. It is rather one between overlapping
solidarities.
This element of globalisation will make it more difficult to pitch competing solidarities against
the egalitarian group solidarity. For different members of the egalitarian movement will be responsive to different national solidarities. Likewise, it will become more difficult to exploit
differences in egalitarian zeal among the members. For the characteristic features of zealots and
followers will differ within the movement. Similarly, it is less easy to address multiple selves;
for the elements of such multiplicities are much harder to predict.
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g)

Nested Egalitarianism

The theoretical part of the paper has assumed that there is just one egalitarian movement, and
that its mission is nothing but Internet architecture. This is an obvious simplification. There are
many different movements engaged in Internet governance issues. And many of them make
more than just this issue their cause.
Such nested egalitarianism can create new opportunities for outside actors. For they gain extra
access points from issue areas beyond the Internet. And they can go for a piecemeal approach,
targeting the most responsive egalitarian movements first. But the nested character is also an
additional challenge. To the extent that there is solidarity among egalitarian movements, they can
give each other additional support to parry outside interventions. And it becomes more difficult
to predict reactions ex ante.

3.

Tentative Normative Conclusions

The specific features of the Internet case do not altogether disempower the options that would be
available in the pure case, studied in the theoretical part of the paper. But these additional challenges may make it more attractive to use those options that remain almost unaffected by the
additional challenges. All things being equal, informal strategies are more promising than formal
ones. Constructivist approaches are less affected than rationalist ones. Contextual approaches are
easier than direct acts of intervention.
Above all, in the specific case, hybrid solutions are even more attractive than in theory.290 Creative mixes of elements from different intellectual and normative backgrounds are the order of the
day. By way of illustration, three such approaches shall be mentioned.
In the area of digital music distribution, the following fact finding mission has been proposed:
the music industry has huge archives of recordings. It holds copyrights on them. But it neither
sells them presently, nor does it expect future sales. The music labels could themselves set up an
electronic library. It could offer these recordings in compressed format for download for a truly
small price. If the claims of egalitarians are true, this should not only generate additional revenues from these payments. More importantly, a new demand for music should be generated that
was not marketable before.291 Such ideas have at least met some response in the music industry.
There have been offers for free downloads over a week.292 Another publishing house has offered
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music partitions for free download.293 Market research has demonstrated that the scheme works
reasonably well, in that it attracts additional demand.294
A second, entirely different approach is organisational. It attempts to bring a better balance about
by inviting, or imposing, representatives from the competing solidarities to egalitarian actors. Of
course, this presupposes some degree of corporatisation. For the representative cannot possibly
speak to most members of an egalitarian movement individually. A similar approach has been
successfully used by governments to make firms more responsive to environmental matters. In
many countries, environmental law obliges firms to hire representatives for the environment in
general, or for more specific issues like waste management or emissions control.295 To a degree,
ICANN follows this model. It works under a charter from the U.S. government, thus guaranteeing hierarchical input. The at large representatives are meant to be the egalitarian component.
And individualists get their share through the scheme for electronically settling disputes over
cyber squatting.296
The last example will not surprise any student of international relations. For this field specifically studies issues that transcend the problem-solving capacity of nation-states. It thus starts
from the premise that a monopoly of governance is not within reach. Of course, there is power
politics for the purpose. But it has left many social problems of the community of states unsolved. And anyhow, it is only at the disposal of a small number of states, when it comes to
global issues. There are also certainly a long history of failed attempts at arguing. More surprising, however, are the stories of success. Spreading human rights is one of the best.297 In a process
of arguing, none of the ways of life has to renounce its resources. But serious attempts at arguing
offer a framework for overcoming stalemate. One should not expect clean solutions from that.
But given the theoretical incompatibility of the normative starting points, balancing solidarities
can never lead to clean results. What can be done via arguing, however, is that core issues of the
other ways of life can be sorted out. A joint definition of the social problem will often turn out to
be too daring. But on a meta level, the competing ways of life can strive to define areas where
violent conflict is likely. Put differently, arguing could result in better institutionalising the conflict between ways of life. This would be a much better outcome than the current, progressive
exacerbation.
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